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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

were estimated to produdce and they
hope, In conference, to' get senate
leaders to agree to restore some of
the ho ise provisions.

VIEWS

.

Income Tax Changed

WHO-

PURCHASED
BLUE

A RED AND
The senate reduced the minimum
to wli',:j Jic income tax will apply
from r,:.GCj to $3,000, and increased
the laics cn the larger incomes over
the he i;re provision. Countervailing
duties ci some manufactured commodwere imposed by the senate to NEW YORK POLICE THINK THIS
TARIFF BILL WILL PASS THE ities
meet the free listing of raw materials.
PERSON CAN EXPLAIN MURSENATE TODAY PRACTICALLY
The countervailing duty on wood pulp
DER MYSTERY
WITHOUT CHANGE
was eliminated.
Not
Wool
Free
Changed
The free wool; and free sugar proDOWN
IS A SHORT, STOUT WOMAN
VOTED
AMENDMENTS
visions, around which the spectacular
features of the tariff fight ranged,
EVEN ONE DEALING HEA.VY BLOW were unchanged by the senate. The BUT KEEPER OF SECOND HAND
income tax is expected to make up
STORE DOES NOT KNOW HER
AT THE TRUSTS IS THROWN
the loss of revenue on sugar.
NAME
OUT
No Hope for Amendments
The republicans today gave up hope
of
FOUND
IN IT
carrying any amendments and per GIRL'S BODY
EVENING
THIS
VOTE
FINAL
mitted many of the votes to be taken
Durlnsr the fieht
without, roll nails.
,
THE ACT IS EXPECTED TO PAbb
t . nroduct senators DETECTIVES STILL UNABLE TO
GET ANY CLEW TO VICTIM'S
Thornton and Ransdell of Louisiana,
THE UPPER HOUSE WITHOUT
IDENTITY
DELAY
FURTHER
democrats, joined the republicans in
,
voting against the low duties of the
democratic bill. An amendment by
New York, Sept, 9. The trail of
Senator Bristow for 15 per cent duty the murderer
who cut up his victim
on cattle, swine, sheep and other doand sunk her body in the Hudson' riv
Washington, Sept. 9. The tarmestic animals was defeated, 33 to er less than 10
iff bill passed the senate late
days ago led detectives
29.
The senate committee's action in
to the little second hand store
this afternoon by a vote of 44
today
cutting off the 10 per cent duty on to George Sachs, on the upper East
to 37. La, Follette and Poindexcattle fixed by the house bill and put side. The
ter voted for the bill, while Rans- pillow was sold there from
ting them on the free list, was then which was taken the fancy red and
dell and Thornton cast tneir
ratified, 31 to 28.
votes against it
blue ticking, in which a portion of
Wheat Admitted Free
the slain girl's body was found. A
Senator McCumber led the fight middle aged woman, stout and poorly
against free wheat. The house bill dressed, bought it last April.
Washington, Sept. 9. The senate imposed a duty of 10 cents a bushel, 4 The hunt narrowed today to a search
to but the senate committee transferred
for this woman. Who she ia and
began final voting on amendments
half
A
4
o'clock.
at
bill
the tariff
the item to the free list. An amend- where she lives were questions detecamendments were pending ment by Senator McCumber for a 15 tives set themselves to answer. The
dozen
when the debate ceased under the per cent duty was defeated 39 to 29. pillow was traced directly to her, beSentor Jones made a further at- cause the manufacturer had made onagreement made last night, and while
flo debate was allowed on them op- tempt to have retained in the bill the ly a dozen of its kind; had eold that
portunity was given to senators Intro- provision for a five per cent reduction dozen to Sachs and he had sold but
ducing new amendments to explain in duty on all goods Imported In Am- two. One of these was accounted for,
erican ships. He mustered only 11 the other went to the woman sought
them in
periods.
The voting on amendments was pre- republicans to his support, however, by the detectives. ' The 10 remaining
liminary to the final passage of the and the provision was removed. pillows lie on Sachs' shelves.
bill, which was expected about 5:30 Many foreign governments had pro
Stories of girls missing from home
The democrats expect no tested against it. '
p. m.
come by the dozen'-to-tdis
j have
in
the
a
strength.
made
last
The
inef
party
republicans
change
trict attorney s office since the murder
Cummins Assails Wilson
fectual effort io- - have the democrats came to light. There were two inSenator Cummins declared during tafo off the proposed duty of one stances, however, in which detectives
the tariff debate today that congress tenth of one cent per pound on ban- were Interested above all others. One
had lest its place in tue aitecuons oi anas.
was the case of Ella
Steinemann,
The provision for free meats was de missing a year, whose father Is the
the American people who had sub- stituted in its place a single will, nounced as "an iniquity' by Senator QiillinT
cuvornl It, rrxh orptif lpfiArR
e
that of President Wilson. He assailed Eristow, who tried unsuccessfully to sent the morgue keeper and the
a 15 per cent duty fixed. His trict attorney.
the democrats for the secret caucus,
Steinemann himself
and insisted they had ignored party amendment was defeated, 38 to 32.
has disappeared and is sought to tell
more of his conviction that the slain
principles.
Stands by the Trusts
To prove his assertions, he said, he
was his daughter.
girl
Another futile effort to put an
would read from the works of the
The other case is that of Jeanette
provision into the bill one to Nornvan, a vaudeville actress, who
"man who has more influence in the
congress of the United States than transfer imports to the free list when- was employed at a local amusement
ever it became apparent they were
any man ever before had."
park. She disappeared on August 31.
"I refer to Woodrow
Wilson," ho controlled by a trust was made by That is the date of the newspaper
added. Senator Cummins quoted from Senator Cummins. His amendment wrapped about the second portion of
President Wilson's book, "The New was defeated.
the torso.
"This was an opportunity for the
Freedom," and from jthe chapter headed "Let There be Light." Its text, democratic party to give" some real
he said, was that the "popular will relief from the burdens imposed by HIGHLANDERS' NEW OFFICERS
Denver, Sept. 9. The Royal High
should be substituted for the rule of trusts and combinations," said Senain convention here, today!
Cummins.
tor
landers,
guardians."
j elected
the following officers:
"That must have been written bePresident, W. E. Sharp, Lincoln,
fore he was appointed guardian for
jNeb.; most worthy evangel, W. D.
the American congress," he said.
McQueen, Los Angeles; chief secrTO
Senator Cummins insisted that the VERDICT
F. J. Sharp, Aurora, Neb.; chief
etary,
followed
the principles
democrats had
Aurora,
treasurer, A. E. Siekman,
laid down by the president in his
E.
A.
J.
chief
Hainer,
Neb.;
counsellor,
BE SET
book; that congress should "open the
A. L.
auditor,
Lincoln,
supreme
Neb.;
on
be
there
let
doors and
light
things
chiefs,
Fribough, Denver; prundential
the people ought to know about."
A. J. Siek-- ,
He added that through the presi- PROSECUTOR
SAYS RESULT CF ,F J, Hanke, Sutton, Neb.;
A.
C.
Smith, Til- man, Aurora, Neb.;
dent's domination of congress that
CAMINETTI CASE WILL NOT
Omaha.
B
H.
Treat,
den,
Neb.,
BE CHANGED
body was rapidly drifting into a "subservient attitude."
San Francisco, Sept. 9. Maury I.
The filial vote will be taken on the
tariff bill In the senate at 4 o'clock Diggs and F. Drew Camineiti, convict-teCN
this afternoon in accordance with an
under the Mann white slave act, JEROME ACQUITTED
agreement reached before the senate will not be sentenced tomorrow when
CIJABGE OF GAMBLING
adjourned shortly before 2 o'clock this they appear before Judge William C.
session in iVan Fleet for that
morning, after a
purpose, if the re- which many important features, in quest of Special Assistant United
NEW
TO
eluding free wool and free sugar were States Attorney General Theodore JUDGE APOLOGIZED
j
ARRESTED
disposed of.
YORK ATTORNEY
Roche is granted. Roche announced
Senators, who had remained in the today that he would ask for a conRECENTLY IN CANADA
chamber until adjournment returned tinuance of both cases until Monday
sleepy-eyeat 9 o'clock for final de- on the
Que., Sept. '.). William
CViitUook,
ground that the Harris-Digg- s
liberations, the income tax, the cotton case of subornation cf
comes Travcrs Jerome's acquittal last night
perjury
schedule and several other amendthis week and that he wishes to on a charge of gambling was the chief
ments remaining to be discussed. Sen- up
have all. the case completed before topic today among the 2,000 residents
ator La Follette planned to discuss
sentence is pronounced on any of the of Ccaticook, though opinion was
the cotton schedule and offer amendvided as to the verdict.
ments. Senator Bristow and Senator
The scathing remarks of Magistrate
.
will
The
government
prosecutors
McCumber were ready for the final
be
Mulvena,
who.apologized to Jerome for
a
not, ask that
charge
pressed
arguments against free cattle, free
the
offered him and declared
er
for
Heist
Indignity
contempt
Juror
wheat and rates on other agricultural against
the charges had been justified- by
did
that
since
the
he
trial;
for
saying,
products and Senator Norris plannsd
a sobering
to urge the valorization of coffee not consider Caminetti guilty and neither law nor fact, had
who
even
those
and
had been
save
to
so
fees
effect,
voted
attorney
merely
amendments.
for the culprit's parents. The prose- opposed to Jerome, in his efforts to
Revenue Is Cut Down
Malte-awaThe principal changes made in the cutor points out that public contempt get Harry K. Thaw back to
were inclined to admit that .the
bill by the senate concern the free will be Helsters punishment and that
list and Hie income tax. House lead- v. jury cannot impeach its own verdict, court action had cleared the air and
ers believe the senate changes would so that the juror's statement will not straightened out a situation which
might have grown embarrassing-reduce the revenue the new duties help the defense to get a new trial.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1913.

WOMAN; IS ACCUSED
Chicago, Sept.,!i Mrs. Alice Davis
Sing, white wife of Charles Sing, the
wealthy Chinese merchant, who was
found murdered in his home several
days ago, was today formally booked
on a charge of iiurder., She is being
held without bail. The complainant is
Prank Sing Low,: a brother of the
murdered man. The woman was ques
tioned for hours by the police, but
declined to speak of the crime, ex THREE TRAINMEN ARE FATALLY
cept to declare ner Innocence, since
INJURED IN WRECK NEAR
she was taken to the morgue to view
MADISON, O.
her husband's body yesterday.

FLYER

ST, LOUIS
LEAPS

FROM

RAILS

HE FLAYS

i

help cf all good citizens to preserve
the respectability of Mexico."
Federal Soldiers Executed
The execution of an entire company
of federal soldiers, captured after a
severe fight near San Buenaventura,
was officially reported to constitution
alist headquarters today by Colonel
Villareal, in command of a large body
of insurgents operating about Monclo- -

NO CHANGES FOR

If

CURRENCY
BILL

va.

MULHALL

Washington, Sept. 9. The case of
the National Association of Manufacturers was summed up before the
house lobby committee today by James
A. Emery, Its chief counsel, who attacked vigorously the story of Martin
M. Mulhall, former lobbyist for the
association, and declared that the rep
resentatives of the. association, had
Arkansas agricultural
exercised only the rights accorded to
bureau, the
every citizen attempting to influence PENNSYLVANIA TRAIN WAS RUN property loss in the recent fire was
with the Insurance loss
$2,250,000,
NING AT HIGH SPEED WHEN
legislation.
Thirty-twand
placed at $1,500,000.
ACCIDENT OCCURRED
f
blocks were burned, Including
INVESTIGATING THE BONDS
518
Of these S3 were
buildings.
New Madison, O., Sept, 9. The New brick, 12 brick veneered
Washington-- .Sept, 9- ,- Investigation
and 423
Louis flyer on the Pennsyl frame.
of the proposed isstfe by the New Yorii Vork-St- .
'.
Central railroad Of $1 C.7,102,400 of four vania railroad was derailed four miles
per cent mortgage' bonds was, formally west of here at 9:40 o'clock this
begun today by the interstate com- morning, injuring 35 of the 73 passen SECRETARY
LANE
merce commission.
gers and fatally injuring three of the
ciew. Six coaches went into a com
field on one side of the track, the enFALLS IN F
T
gine and tender striking a bridge
N CROP IS IN
abutment on the other side of the
track and turning one span of the
HEAD OF INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
bridge into the air.
IS STRICKEN SUDDENLY IN
The rear coach remained on the
OAKLAND
rails and the next coach, although off
the track, did not over turn.
Oakland, Calif., Sept. 9. Secretary
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
None of the passengers was seriousof
the Interior Franklin Lane fell in
IT
AT
65 PER
REPORTS
ly hurt, but two firemen were so bad- a
faint here today while reviewing the
CENT OF NORMAL
ly crushed and scalded It is believed Admission
Day parade of the Native
will die, and a chef in the diner
they
Sons'
9.He was removed
The
organiaztion.
Sept.
SeptemWashington,
was seriously scalded. The engineer
to his brother's home in Berkeley
ber crop report of the department of
suffered a severe scalp wound. The
where it was reported that his condiagriculture, issued at 2; .15 p. m. to- wreck occurred on a
sharp curve tion was not serious. The
day, announced the' following:
secretary
where the track was weak, the train
Corn: Condition Co. 1 per cent of
had complained of not feeling well
at high speed. The injured
a normal; indicated yields, 22 bushels traveling
before the parade started.
were taken to Richmond, Ind ?
Mrs. Lane stated today that her
per acre; estjiT!aV'-,- ' total production,
""'v'
ItttsbuMd. Ju;d j.h.w- - Ji'ifferiiig
2,250,000 bushels
from
".Another Wreck. Reported
overwork and awtjak heart for the
Spring wheat: Condition, 73.3; yield,
St. Louis, Sept. 9. A dispatch
13; production, 243,000,000 bushels.
at Missouri Pacific headquart- last few months'
Oats: Condition, 74; yield, 27.8; proers this afternoon says that an
duction, 1,066,000,000 bushels.
train from Myrick, Mo., to
Barley: Condition, 73.4; yields, 23.2; Jefferson
City turned over four miles DEMOCRATS
LOSE
production, 168,000,000 bushels.
west of Boonville. The engine .yent
Buckwheat: Condition, 75.4; yield,
and
through a bridge. Physicians
18.2; produdction, 15,000,000 bushels.
crews are on the way there.
wrecking
MAINE ELECTII
White potatoes: v Condition, 69.9;
No word of dead or injured has been
325,000,000

MEASURE

TO CREATE
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EXPECTED
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one-hal-
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east-boun- d

yield,

88.1;

production,

bushels.
Tobacco: Condition, 74.5; yield, 75;
production, 861,000,000 pounds.
Flax: Condition, 74.9; yield, 8.4;
production, 200,000,000 bushels.
Rice: Condition, 88; yield, 32.8;
production, 27,000,000
Hay: "Preliminary estimate of production, 63,000,000 tons; quality, 91.7.
Apples: Condition, 47.7.
Hot weather and drought have played havoc with the nation's corn crop,
causing a loss of 421,000,000 bushels
between August 1 and September 1,
according to the government's report.
Since the first estimates of the prospects of corn this season were made
there has been a decline in condition
amounting to 666,000,000, and from the
prospects indicated by the condition
of the crop on Septemoer 1 the harvest will be 2,251,000,000 bushels.
An Increase in the estimate o"f the
spring "wheat crop places that at
bushels, making the combined
corp of winter and spring wheat of
the country 754,000,000 bushels, the
greatest wheat crop ever produced,
exceeding the record crop of 1901 by
6,000,000 bushels.
The condition of white potatoes deteriorated to such an extent that the
August estimates of that crop were

reduced by

14,000,000

bushels to

bushels.
THE ELLEN WINS
9. The
Marblehead, Mass., Sept.
President Wilson cup, emblematic of

Zonder yacht
races, was won today 'by the Ellen,
owned by Charles P. Curtis of Boston,
which defeated the Cima, owned by
Guy Lowell, also of Boston, by one
minute 35 seconds in a strong breeze.

the

German-America-

THACKARA

IS

I

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON BANKING
Diaz Leaves Berlin
REPORTS STRICTLY ADMINBerlin, Sept. 9. General Felix Diaz,
ISTRATION ACT
who two weeks ago definitely announced his candidacy for the presiARE HURT dency of Mexico, left Berlin today for SUGGESTIONS
35 PASSENGERS
ARE IGNORED
Switzerland. Later he will go to
Bairitz to meet his uncle,
IS Porfirio Diaz.
NONE OF THEM, HOWEVER,
NO ATTENTION PAID TO ADVICE
CONSIDERED IN A DANGER
OF MEN OF GREAT FINANOUS CONDITION
CIAL EXPERIENCE
LOSS IS $2,250,000
Hot Springs, Ark., Sept. 9. Accordto a statement made public here
RAIL
RAISED
IS
CAUSE ing
TO RETIRE
BOND CURRENCY
today by J. S. Speed, manager of the

j

n

CITY EDITION

PROMOTED

Sept. 9. Alexander
Washington,
l
at Berlin,
M. Thackara,
has been selected for the post of
at Paris, and President
eneral
consul-genera-

consul-g-

Wilson will Bend the nomination to
the senate with others, which administration officials say will be promotions based solely on the merit system
regardless of politics.

received.
None was killed in the wreck but
PATTANGALL
POLLS
LARGER
three of the train crew were seriously
VOTE THAN DID WILSON
hurt and eight passengers were slightLAST FALL
ly

injured.

The train was derailed as

it

was

9.

Washington, Sept.
crossing a bridge. The bridge was
Doremus ef Michigan, chairman
knocked down ind the engine and
of the democratic central congresbaggage car went into a creek. The sional campaign committee, was an
passenger coaches were overturned.
early White House caller today and
analyzed the results of the Maine
Raised Rail is Cause
election yesterday as a distinct demoRichmond, Ind., Sept. 9. Six coach- cratic gain. Mr. Doremus
pointed out
es, the engine and tender were ditch- that
Pattangall, the democratic caned In the wreck of the St. Louis flyer didate, polled a
greater vote than did
on the Pennsylvania railroad today President Wilson In the same district
when It struck a raised rail at Wylie last fall.
station, 12 miles from here.
Secretary Bryan attributed the reIn one Pullman and a day coach sult to the return of a large number
perhaps 30 persons were injured, of progressives to the republican
those in the day coach being mostly party. He issued this statement:
"The Maine election, while disapnegroes. The fireman wa3 the only
white person seriously Injured.
pointing in the failure to elect our
democratic candidate, who is a very
able and progressive democrat, Is not
INTERVENTION
at all discouraging, when we consider
the figures. The democratic candt
dates received within about 100 of
BY
DUERTA
SPREAD
the vote cast for the president. last
fall. This is a remarkably good showing when we consider that it was a
PRESIMEXICO'S
PROVISIONAL
election. The republican vicspecial
DENT TRIES NEW METHOD OF
tory was due primarily to the return
RECRUITING
of a large number of progressives to
the repulican party. At least the reA
9.
Piedras Negras, Mex., Sept.
vote gained something over
publican
constitutionalists
manifesto, which
6,000 and the progressives lost that
cov-j
claim is an attempt of the Huerta
much as compared with the returns
ernment to gain recruits by Inti.-natlast fall."
,ing that Mexico is in danger of in-- j
The democratic candidate, Mr. Patvasion from the United States, was
in an Interview this
tangall,
lifr fnrUiv Tt .fillta rn Mv. refers to some defection'? morning
in the
Scans to arise and "sweep back the
party.
certain invasion from the north." It
"There wore two or three lo
is alleged to have been issued by the fluence3 which tended to rr-'Huerta administration.
it.
vote, but all things eoHsh'mr
Constitutionalists also make public seems to me that the democ"'1; v
a letter to Colonel Murugia, a leader was as large ag couM be "
in Saturday's battle when constitutionThe result certainly coin.--, '
alists defeated feedral3 at San Buena- strued as disapproving oi' (be
i
ventura, Inviting Murugia to desert to dent's administration or policy."
the federals. This letter, signed by
Tarty leaders of republican and pro- Colonel Antonio Escoto of the federal gressive faith also pmfesFPd to see
forces at Moncloya, mentioned "the encouragement in the result. TtepuMI- almost certain breaking of relation can leaders
n?irti!l the victory
with the neighboring republic on the amounted to
wpudisfion of the dem-north," and the need for "the united ocratic'tariff bill.

rtepreseuta-tiv- e

liliOH

.

!!

1

Washington, Sept. 9. The adminis
tration currency reform bill, as approved by the democratic caucus, was
reported to the house today from the
committee on banking and currency.
Representative
by Chairman Glas.
Hayes of California presented a re
port from the republicans, criticising
the measure and proposing yarions
amendments.
The majority declare! that the bill
"is intended to bring about necessary
changes in the present banking and
currency system ot the United States
g
evils
and to correct
that have had a slow and
growth. It aims at the rectification
of essential defects of the present
system, although It does not seek to
make all the innovations that might,
from an ideal standpoint, be deemed
desirable."
Reviewing the arguments against
Aldrlch plan outlined by
tlje
the national monetary commission
and against all central bank plans
suggested, the report said:
'After" lookiligp over'-whole
ground and after evamhiing "the various Etwgestiois fr.r
the
committee ou bank.:-r:r,'--currency
Is firmly of the opinion that any effective legislation on bulking must
Include the following rundamenr.nl
elements, which it considers indispensable in any measure likely to
prove satisfactory to the country:
"Creation of a joint mechanism for
the extension of credit to the Hnks
which possess sound assets and which
desire to liquidate them for the purpose of 'meeting legitimate commercial, agriclutural and Industrial demands on the part of their clientele.
"Ultimate retirement of the present
currency, with suitable
provision for the fulfillment of government obligations t.q bondholders,
coupled with the creation of satisfactory flexible curren'c7 to take Its
place.
"Provision for better extension of
American banking, facilities in foreign
countries, to the end that our trade
may be enlarged and that American'
business men ia foreign countries
may obtain the aecommodation3 they
require in the conduct of their
long-standin-
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IIIS GUARDS

ELUDES

PARTIALLY
DEMENTED
NEW
YORK CONGRESSMAN
HAS
BEEN MISSING A WEEK
New York,

Sept, 9. Congressman
nicknamed "Big
Sullivan,
Timothy
Tim" by the east side, has been missing a week, lie disappeared at 2
o'clock last Tuesday morning from
the country home of his Brother in
Williarnsbridge, eluding his guards
while they slept, and no trace of Ima
has been discovered since, lie ! I
only $1 with him when he got a ay.
"Rig Tim" had a ner eis lw,- D.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

xvvo
Canadian judges have banged their'
fists upon their desks; officials have
ESTABLISHED 1879.
loudly proclaimed that Canadian jails
shall not be converted into boarding
houses for American refugees. Motor
Published By
cars primed for instant dashes across
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the border have consumed huge quan(Incorporated.)
tities of petrol. Officials in squads
have been in waiting to "kidnap" and
"railroad" and otherwise carry and
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT.....
convey Thaw from the home of speedy
justice to the country where "money
can do anything." But a man with
his eyes shut cannot distinguish
whether all this is going on upon this
or
the other side of the Dominion line.
Entered it the postoffice at
Las Vogas, New Meilco, for trans- American judges and' lawyers usually
mission through the limited States know just where they are at a given
stage of the most interminable promalls is tccond class matter.
ceedings. But the Canadian bench
and bar appear to be hopelessly be
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
fuddled, and justice still lags with
Daily, by Carrier
leaden feet where it was supposed to
$ .05
Per Copy
be provided with wings.

CljC

gaily

Coptic

TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

9, ,1913.

READY TO TRY A JAPAN FACES THE
UNEMPLOYMENT

CASE

PROBLEM

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
TO LOOK INTO WHITE
SLAVERY CHARGES

LITTLE NATION SCIENTIFICALLY
TRIES TO KEEP ITS PEOPLE AT WORK

FOR. THE FALL SEASON

Like many
other great cities the number of unemployed is ever on the increase in
Tokio, where men gather from the
country with high ambitions. Un- tortunately, however, high places are
few and talent apparently
super
even men
abundant. Consequently
with good qualifications are roaming
15
One Week
o
about, .vainly seeking employment.
65
One Month
Some of them come to the free lodg
STUDENTS'
COLLEGE
One Year
...$7.50
have been gathering evidence ing house at Honjo, Tokio, tired out;
Bixby
EARNINGS.
Daily, by Mail
to aid in the defence and they de- some even are on the brink of
$6.00
One Year
clare that when the case is concluded
That 500 Columbia students earned
3.00
Six Months
lodging
This, summer the small
public opinion will be entirely on the
$120,000 toward their college expenses side of their client.
house is taxed to its utmost capacity.
devel
the
an
idea
of
last year gives
The arrest and indictment of Bixby The director of the house tells piti
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
opment of self support among college resulted from a police raid last spring ful stories of his nightly lodgers.
GROWER
youth. The figures Indicate average on the fashionable "Jonquil" apart- "Men in the;'
prime of life," he says,
?2.00
One Year
earnings of $240, derived in the main ment house in Long Beach. The "come here every day starving, hav
1.00
Six Months
from tutoring, but gained also from house was run
by Mrs. Josie Rosen- ing had nothing to eat for three or
such varied occupations as notel clerk,
on a charge four days. Of the young men who
indicted
who
was
berg,
elevator runner, renting agent, sub- of
The grand jury took come to me for help, the majority are
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
pandering.
way platform man, telephone operator,
tions.)
up tne matter ot allegations mat from the country. They make their
waiter, etc.
Remit by draft, check or money
wealthy men had an organized system way to the city with high, hope3, and
The participation of girl students of
If sent otherwise we will not
ensnaring girls and young women write, home exaggerated or Imagined
of Barnard and the Teachers college
for
immoral purposes. The "Jonquil" stories of their success. A few years
loss.
for
be responsible
in self supporting work and their
was declared to be the center of the later they gO back to their homes on
Specimen copies free on
comparative incomes have a special nefarious traffic. Millionaire Bixby borrowed money and dressed up in
interest. One earned $125 teaching was
alleged to have been the most royal style to impress their family
modern languages during the sum
patron of the "Jonquil," and friends with their success, not
conspicuous
as
AT mer, while another cleared $232
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
When they return to
where he was familiarly known as yet. realized.
a stenographer, and a third made
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
the city their situation is worse than
"the Black Pearl."
These
PAID FOR
$217 as a restaurant cashier.
Bixby was indicted principally on it was before, for they are then sad
earnings approximate to those of male the evidence of several girls and dled with the debts they incurred to
on the
the students and have a bearing
Advertisers are guaranteed
women whom he is said to have create false impressions at home
of "equal pay for equal young
question
met at Mrs. Rosenberg's establish- These young men begin generally as
largest dally and weekly circulation work."
ment
One of theses was a youthful hard workers or ambitious students,
of any newspaper in northern New
They illustrate also the larger re- motion
Mexico.
picture actress wnose chargeB then they become cheap laborers or
turns of commercial pursuits. Will
initiated the sensational white slav- coolies, and finally end as loafers,
the practical experience of college
ery investigation. As ,a sequel to the sheltered in the poor house."
TELEPHONES
girls .in making a living and their indictment of Bixby, he was made deJapan is dealing with the problem
Main 2 acquaintance with the actual condijf iiess Office
on scientific
in suits for $50,000 damages of the unemployed
fendant
f.'-...Main 9 tions of work tend to turn them from each, filed by Irene Marie Brown-LevDepartment
by the great
profited
having
grounds,
teaching and other professional voca- Helen Clo Baker and Jeanette EM, er experience of America and Europe,
tions to business? They already have
Old Actress Dies
three of the young women involved in
Ti.'i'.SDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1913.
the. example of male students to inMadame Kumehachi Ichlkawa, the
the case. They asked damages
fluence them. New York World.
the ground that the millionaire had "Sarah Bernhardt" of Japan, died re
CANADIAN PUOCEDTJRE
o
committed "high crimes and misde cently at, the age of 70, after spending
them.
nearly half a century on the stage.
For a long Jiine Canada, as the SU1CIDEAVITH BICHLORIDE meanors" against
defence
the
Like Japanese warriors, who are
understood
that
is
It
MERCURY
OF
nt tbesi section of the great British
will be based largely upon attempts proud to die on the battlefield, Japempne, has teen held out as the most
In the anese actors and actresses hope to
Some weeks ago considerable pub- to show that the girls involved
readily accessible place in which to
of
immoral
to
were
be
case
die on the stage. Kumehachi was no
known
witness the operation o.f law as it licity was given a case of accidental
Demet
before
character
Bixby.
exception and her prayer was answerthey
mer
should be administered, says the Kan-tin- s poinsoning from bichloride of
millionaire ed, for while performing one of her
the
tectives
by
employed
so
"feat
case
was
The
tablets.
city Journal. England has been cury
are said to have traced the history favorite dances at'the Mikiini theater
extolled 84 the source and home of ured" as to leadthe, public to infer
on the stage
the1 girls for the past several years in Tokio she collapsed
of
sublimate
corrosive
that
t
poisoning
equal and exact justice of the speed-if.-scalrecovered.
never
facts
unearthed
have
and
to
and
many
sort. None of the vexatious de- was not only a ire but also a pain
Madame Ichlkawa was born in a
culated to aid the defense. Only relays and the baffling intricacies of less route to th4 other world. Since
one
of
the
samurai
Clo
Helen
Barker,
family, and commenced her
the American legal procedure are sup- this accident, the papers have chron- cently
before
whose
theatrical
three
training at the early age of
testimony
girls
of
suicide
cases
almost
d
icled,
daily,
posed to trammel justice in this
soon
was
She
6.
the
proved herself an enlargely responsigrand jury
haunt. There all men stood In which bichloride of mercury was
was
At 12 she had many
of
ble
the
indictment
dancer.
for
Bixby,
chanting
equal imfor the law; money could ac-- j the ding used. There Js ut) doubt that arrested in a downtown hotel In this
some of them her seniors in
pupils,
In
fits
unstable
who,
persons
of
many
man
complihh nothing which, the
with a real estate man. The two age, studying Japanese dancing with
the most modest means, or even the of depression contemplate suicide, are city
were
booked on a statutory charge.
her. But it was at the age of 22 that
restrained
the
fatal
from
step
taking
pauper within the gates, could not
she made her first appearance on the
uue justice could never be by the dread of the unknown agony
"secure,
as a professional actress. Her
a
Serious
stage
Proposition
To
Facing
it.
in
suffer
committing
bought with nor impeded by money. they may
The man or woman who has kidney
fier
In short, English law has been held such, the knowledge of a sure and trouble is facing1 a serious proposition, thorough training, coupled rith
made
her
attractiveness,
method
of
personal
removes
death
the where grave complications readily fol
up as the glass of fashion and the painless
more famous until one evening Dan-jurleft.
influence
is
are
only
Pills
low
It
matters
restraining
in
all
mold of form
neglect. Foley Kidney
pertainthe star actor of the era, was
an honest curative medicine that once
ing to (heap, speedy and undiluted fitting, then, says the Journal of the taken
mean
restored
into
system
Impressed by her genius and
your
greatly
American
Medical
that
of
Association,
justice, much to the reprobation
O. G. Schaefer asked her to join his company.
health
and
strength.
the cumbersome and dilatory man- the public should know that there are and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Kumehachi belonged to the old
ner in which the wheels of justice few modes of suicide more painful
but hei wonderful adaptability
school,
moved in this country. Canada being and in which the agony is longer
her to carry her role succcpf-fullIN
enabled
CONVENTION
CAR
PAINTERS
out
takdrawn
than
to
that
the
due
an integral part of the empire and
9.
in "new" plays, including a numAttractiveOttawa,
Sept.
bichloride
of
this
fact
Ont,
If
of
ing
mercurymatter
in
the
jurispruespecially
of the parent were given the same publicity that ness of railroad equipment from the ber of Shakespearian tragedies. She
dence, this
the only actress of be
Stock has come In for ils full share was accorded the case of accidental decorators' point of view and means was virtually
at that time lapanese
for
old
school,
of
poisouing, there is little doubt that to economize in the purchase
of praise.
But the history of the Thaw case the corrosive sublimate method of painters' materials are the principal feminine roles were always played by
seems to prove that. Canadian law is self destruction would cease to be the topics slated for discussion at the men. "New" actresses, however, are
Kumeannual convention of tho Master Car now being brought out, and
any other fatal fad It has recently become.
just about the same
to the
hachi
assistance
willing
gave
o
and Locomotive Painters' association,
country's laws. From the inextricable
of
recruited
young
by
training
girls
maze Into which a couple of aslute
A Santa Fe clergyman Sunday gen which met in this city today for a the
theater of Tokio.
Imperial
Canadian lawyers tangled it within
all
the
four days' sessiom Nearly
tly hinted to the New Mexican that a
Many Social Customs
a few hours and by filing a few adroit
of tho United States
systems
leading
made
The Japanese empire shows a wide
itself
ridicu
newspaper
appear
to
seems
be
there
little
"motions,"
are represented. The
lous when it devoted two or more col and Canada
range in social customs. Remote provhope of any demonstration of the
association and the inces observe
the
of
president
usages and indulge in
marvelous superiority of Canadian as umns daily to discussions of the "rag"
officer of the convention is social ceremonies that are surprising,
presiding
compared with American law. Brains dances. From this distance it would A. J. Bush, foreman of car
painters when, they are related, even to the
and money have had no difficulty In appear that the reverend gentleman
of the Delaware and Hudson railroad Japanese themselves.
An educational
corect, though the New Mexican
"tying the Canadian courts into
of Tokio has just returned
inspector
of
learned
until
the
judges
knots,"
may be only attempting to do its duty
to the capital from the Island of Osh-imthos exalted tribunals confessed that by giving Wide Publicity to the Vital
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
with strange tales of the customs
bladder
cases
and
were
of
f boy hardly knew whether they
trouble,
widney
Issues of the Day.
of the Islanders, especially in wedbecause
and
rheumatism
lumbago,
wool
or
on
sacks
park
sitting
they remove the cause. You can not dings and funerals.
heno-hestake this honest curative medicine in
While on the island the inspector,
Thaw is now said to be preparing CHEMISTS MEET IN
to your system without getting the R.
ROCHESTER
Kawagoe by name, attended the
for at least a year's freedom on bond
right results. Try them. O. Q. Schae
Rochester, X. Y., Sept. 9. Many- fer and Red Cross
AVh ether this is a vain hope or not
Drug, Store. Adv. funeral of a fisherman. The coffin
was covered with two suits of the
leading chemists of the United States
enough' has transpired to show that
are
Canada
in
and
this
to
man's rlothinp and surrounded
take
dead
city
immune
Tnoro
no
Is
the Canadian law
HOW'S THIS
, c
...
annual meet
from the manipulations of wily legal part in the
We offer One Hundred Dollars Be-!B"". "l ouluu utter a
ace
who
of
Proceeded
the
American
to
socie
Chemical
long
ing
of
case
Catarrh
ward for any
that
tricksters ian is the Jurisprudence
"X America.
of
Every day ty. The sessions were opened today cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh monosyllabic howl of lamentation
The visitor was so arfected that he
Tin .. escaped the news has and will be continued through the re- Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O. wept with the mourners, but later he
'
.'
,
rv forth that "before- night" or "to-v- mainder of the week.
We, the undersigned, have known found out that all
this sorrow was
nrrow" or some time In the very imF. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
was bfeing enacted as a
it
on;
put
on
"be
would
and
him
honorable
believe
Thaw
future)
perfectly
Amwten soil" of in some other way ELECTRICS ENGINEERS MEET in all business transactions and fin- part of a prescribed funeral
ancially able to carry out any obliga: rui'ln to realize that Canadian law
Vancouver, B. C, Sept 9. The Pa tions made
his firm.
The islanders develop physically
ns not to be fooled with. But each cific coast division of the American NATIONAL byBANK OF COMMERCE.
earlier than the people in other
much
"tomorrow" hecanie a yesterday; each Institute of Electrical engineers be
Toledo, O.
"before night" became next, week and gan its annual convention here
Cure is taken Inter- parts of the empire. Girls marry at
Catarrh
Hall's
today
nally, acting directly upon the blood 12 or 13 years, and young men at 14
the tangle1 grew worse and worse.
and will continue In session until and mucous
surfaces of the system. or 15. For two month3 after the
About the only lucid proceeding was
The attendance
includes Testimonials sent free. Price 75 wedding the husband
pays nightly
the persecution of Jerome for playing Friday.
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- visits to
the wife at the home of her
''in full vfew of our chil- many noted electrical engineers from gists.
penny-antdren." That i"o-p- f :Hni; was so silly California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho Take Hall's Family pills, for constip- parents, while the young wife visits
her parents-in-laation. Adv.
j and British Columbia.
and helps them
aj to be farebal
Tokio, Japan, Sept.
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WOMEN'S SUITS and DRESSES

SENSATIONAL

Los Angeles, Sept. 9. With the
trial of George H. Bixby scheduled to
begin in the Superior court day after
tomorrow, a lively public interest has
been revived in the case of the Long
Beacn millionaire wno is 10 lace xne
bar on charges of having contributed
to the delinquency of young girls.
Evidence of a highly sensational na
ture is expected at the trial. Since
early summer the lawyers for Mr.

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS
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Never have we shown such exquisite style and quality in .women's suits and dresses as at
'
present.
The new styles are radically different from the past few seasons and are extremely pleasing
to the most fastideous rich and attractive garments in an excellent variety of the most approv
ed styles of the season yet not gaudy or conspicous.
As in the past, we have bought but one garment of a kind, and are thus enable to guarantee
you

EXCLUSIVE STYLE
in any of our better suits or dresses. Then, again, there is as much
garments as though they had been made to your special order.

individuality

in these

STYLE, INDIVIDUALITY AND QUALITY
are the three essential features of a satisfactory garment
These are what you get in our
garments.
ready-to-we-

SUITS $12.50 to

ar

DRESSES $7.50 to $45.00

$50.00

WOOLTEX

SUITS

FOR

WOMEN

PRLNTZESS

r

S.asemm&t Son
EstoULriied

1862

SUITS

FOR

WOMEN

SoutHSidePkja
EES

by fetching pails of water from the
well. After Jhat she is taken into
the home of her husband.
On Oshima the young people enjoy
more freedom in the matter of courting than In central Japan. They are
left to themselves to select their own
life mates, much after the fashion of
of the west. When a young suitor
proposes to the girl of his choice, the
girl declines two or three times as a
matter of form, and in order that
she may enjoy the period of courtship.
Girls Wonderful Climb
Mount Fuji, a dead volcanic moun
tain nearly 15,000 feet high, famous
around the world for its graceful con-

li

ummer anc

I

Special Excursion Rates
CALIFORNIA J? NORTHWEST

tour, has been surmounted this summer by a Japanese girl 7 years old,
who made the trip unaided by her
elders. Considering the youthfulness
of the climber, this is a reord. Another will be made before the summer is over, for if all goes well with
him, Sajuro Ota, 89 years of age, will
accomplish his 100th ascension. With
the close of last summer his record
was 83. August saw him complete
his ninety-fourt- h
trip to the summit.
From time immemorial Fuji, the
highest mountain in Japan, has been
considered a sacred peak, and until
abouti 40 years ago women were not
allowed to make the ascent. Even
now much religious sentiment is attached to the mountain, and group
after group of pilgrims from all over
the country visit the little shrines on
the snow clad summit murmuring in
their ascent up the long slopes "Rok-ko- n
Shojo," meaning "May our six
senses be clean and undefiled."
Aside from these pilgrims all classes
of people, including some of the "new
women" of Japan, climb up the mountain.. Recently a prize climbing contest was held, and a student of the
Waseda university made a record ascent by reaching the summit in two
hours and a half.
Prince Hirohito, crown prince of
Japan, 13 years of age," often expresses his earnest desire ss climb
up Fuji. This year he hopes to do
'so with Prince Yi, former crown

v

Mint im

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013.

Los Angeles

or San Diego

-

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle Special dates, shorter limit

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00
$77.50
$72.50

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent

prince of Korea, who is now studying
in Japan.
Fuji Is coy in summer and rarely
discloses herself to the view of visitors who try to see her from points
of vantage. This is due to the prevailing mist and clouds.
New Japanese Ships
The opening of the Panama canal
to the merchant ships of the world
will see the Inauguration of a new line

of Japanese vessels running to
coast of the United States,
and also" to points in Europe.
The Osaka Mercantile Steamship
company is making plans to this end..
It has already ordered several new
steamers of 8,000 tons each, and it
has despatched to America a number
of agents to make preliminary Investigations as to ports, docking facilities, charters, etc.

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

$50,000.00
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J. M. Cunningham, President.

D.

Frank Springer,

B. S. Lewis,

t.

.

L A S. V
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T. Hosklns, Cashier.
Ass't. Cash.

'

Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

-

forty-eight-

h

"'

AS VEGAS SAVINGS' BANK

,,

-

CAPITAL STOCK

-

530.000 00

Office With (he San Miuel National Bank

ce.e-mon-

t

-

Win. Q. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D.

.

Vice

T. H05KINS

INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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IMPROVE THE

TO

HEALTH OF THE
V

PUBLIC
DOCTORS

AND

EX-

SANITARY

PERTS OF NORTH AMERICA

of the New York state department of
factory inspection.
Other topics that will be taken up
by the congress and exhaustively discussed will be the public health aspects of the candy industry, milk
pasteurization, the dangers df the
house fly, the transportation of food
products, the medical inspection of
schools, the progress in the fight
against tuberculosis, arid the increasing mortality from cancer in the
United States and foreign countries.

THREE

asserted that he had been guilty of
nothing more than imprudence.
pimples and
figuring blemishes on the face or
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
ia a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system, stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body In fine viPrice 50c. Sold by
gorous condition.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
dis-

Yellow complexion,

UNION VETERAN
Zanesville, O., Sept.
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"An interesting British report suggests that sciunce
has prolonged the lives of very young city folks, but
not of the middle-aged- .
A series of tables compiled
from reports of the Register-Genera- l
and covering
seventy years shows that for males between five and
ten years of age the death rate has declined sixty-fou- r
and
per cent, while for those between forty-fiv- e
fifty-fiv- e
years of age it has declined only three per
cent and for the next decado there is an actual
Increase of mortality. For both men and women
between the ages of forty-fiv- e
thera Is
and sixty-fivno decrease in- - the deathrate.
Doctor Newsholme
finds that for both men and women in this period of
s
middle life diseases of the heart and
were registered as the causes of about
of
the total deaths.
"Apparently, then, for those who reach middle life
in fairly good physical condition the heart is the
chief source of danger. Fortunately everybody knows
that excessive use of Intoxicants and tobaccco and
coffee weaken the heart.
."At this season, when New Year's vows are falling
like leaves of autumn, we abstain from urging anybody to stop drinking or smoking or overindulgence
in coffee. Go ahead if you think
your heart will
stand it!"
Saturday Evening Post, Jan. 18, 1913.

at

$1.

It was decided to place the management of the association in a board
of nine directors, selected from different points of the two districts embraced. Of these directors, five to constitute an advisory board to take up
all matters that might arise between
the association and forest bureau.
A committee of three consisting cf
and
Henry B. Winsor, George A. Viles
W. Goodrich Jone3, were appointed to
draft a constitution and bylaws and
submit same to the next meeting of
the association for approval. It was
moved and carried that the next meetat
ing be held at the Valley Ranch
Pecos on Sunday, Septembe 21, at 1
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Models of black charmeuse and w hite lace, both featuring the drapeu

skirt and transparent waists.

COOL SUMMER SUIT

VANITY CASES OF ODD DESIGN

When the HeLrt
Begins to "Act Up"

It's a good move to quit COFFEE
And use

able Appendage.

The vanity case has become so
part of a woman's outfit that
the manufacturers are discovering
many odd ways for her to carry it
To take one's powder puff and lip
rouge from one's handbag has become
commonplace; now a woman can tuck
these in her bracelet. One of the new
kind has flexible links of gold wire,
with the vanity box on top in the
shape of an oval medallion with a
handsome monogram.
Or she can wear it around her neck
as a aautolr. Fascinating vanity pendants are shown of all styles and
prices, from tiny ones of French jewelry to diamond studded boxes no
bigger than a child's locket. Among
the most popular of the vanity cases
for the neck are those of colored Russian enamel on a linked chain to
match.
Again, one may carry a vanity box
on the end of the parasol, or as the
head of a big hatpin, disguised as a
charm for her chatelaine, or even set
in one of the big buttons that ornament her corsage draperies.
Ona
girl, who wore a watch on the back
of one riding glove, had set in the
other a small vanity case ready for
instant use when she dismounted. An
other girl has a similar case in the end
of her crop.
The new opera bags include a vanity box, and those that do not may be
supplied with them by small pockets
sewed to the interior of them.
much a

aristocrat

or

9

The change is eaby, for Postum tastes much like mild,
e
Java, but is guaranteed absolutely pure and free
from the coffee drug, caffeine, or any other
ing ingredient.
This American beverage now comes in two forms. ,'
high-grad-

health-destro-

y,

"

Regular Postum must be well boiled.
'

Instant Postum requires

No Boiling
It is prepared by stirring a spoonful of the soluble
der in a cup o iiot water and adding sugar and cream.
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pow-

Grocers everywhere sell both kinds.

"There's a Keason" for POSTUM
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flesh-colore- d
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18-2-

mile-long-
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(ooks so smart, is because of the care
With which she selects and puts on
her veil. Just now she Is wearing
Model of white moire trimmed with
The United States forest service is with her tailored hat a complexion veil ruching of black maline. Postillion
for of
fine maline which, jacket, with sash falling to hem of
using gasoline railway speeders
from a short distance does not show skirt.
fol
fire protection purposes. They
at
and which makes her skin seem
low up trains on steep grades where of all,
On thl3 veil, in
fairness.
dazzling
Egyptian Basket.
are
sparks thrown out by forced draft
A reddish brown wicker basket, padthe center of a threadlike flower spray
of
the
fires
right
along
or leaf pattern in self tone, is em- ded and lined with light brown satin,
likely to start
broidered a "beauty" spot in black, makes a lovely gift to the graduate or
way.
and the strip of gauze is adjusted so bride, If It contains an exquisitely
hottlo nf
Forest officers have found that high that the spot strikes the face wherever
it most becomes it on one cheek, on Egyptian bouquet perfume, and a
power telescopes are not always sat the chin or at one corner of the
mouth. small satin pad of Egyptian bouquet
work. .In some
isfactory in
This complexion veil, like many of sacnet powder, attached to the handle
atlocalities heat vibrations in the
chenille-dottethose in
or of the basket by ni'eans of narrow
mosphere are so magnified by the small hexagon mesh or in flower mo- satin ribbon. The basket Itself will
glass that clearer vision can be had tifs or irregular mesh, is drawn close- prove a permanent ornament to the
ly about the face and its ends tuck- dressing table, as a convenient rewith the unaided eye.
ed neatly away under the hat's brim ceptacle for trinkets, owing to its
at the back.
padded satin bed.
At the national conservation conmeshes in either bold or
Craquele
Nogress to be held in "Washington,
modest floral or scroll pattern, ShetTraveler's Hint.
the subject of forestry land and Chantilly lace veils, are worn
vember
Some women, who find the suit
will be handled' by a main committee, with elaborate hats about
they case of conventional size often larger
which will re- are draped in a flowing, loose manner than is needed for a short stay, buy
with
ends allowed to fall gracethe size sold for children's use. These
port on federal and state forest poli- and their the back of
over
the, figure.
are much easier to carry, and are
fully
cies, forest taxation, fires, lumbering
often amply sufficient. Women going
forest
schools,
planting, utilization,
on a long trip will find the little case
This About Blouses.
and scientific forest investigations.
a great convenience to hold a few bewaistcoats.
have
They
longings for a considerable absenee
That is, waistcoat effects..
from the supply trunk.
Elk have been found in the Uinta . It is a broad vestee usually.
national forest, Utah, for the first time
The material contrasts with the
Pretty Baby Caps.
in many years. Since they are not blouse.
'
Use white lace allover, and draw the
Sharp points come out over the skirt
from shipments from the Jackson
fullness in at the back with ribbon
Hole country to neighboring forests, front. it is finished off
with fancy run through, a tiny hem. Edge the
And
are buttons in true vest style.
the state and federal officials
bonnet writh a lace ruffle, and make
gratified at tills apparent increase in
To date this is the newest touch long strings of fine lace insertion
big game, as the result of protection. shown of the blouses of the moment about three inches wide.
fire-looko-
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Over-anxiet-

Manufacturers Have Devised Many
New Ideas for This Indispens-

hand-painte-

A pure food drink made of wheat.

AGGREGATION

else."

-

One reason why the French woman
mar-

ANIMALS

GREAT COLLECTION
OF
"Sam, I know you have waited for
TRAINED
BEASTS
me and I couldn't decide, but. now I
have decided; I'll go and be your
wife. I'll go."
'Nero," the horse riding lion, is
"When will it be, Allie? Tonight?" one of the original and unusually In
"No, not tonight but the next day teresting numbers on the program
after Thanksgiving."
.presented by the Al G. Barnes big
Sam was happy and went to his
three ring wild animal circus. Nero
home.
is a full grown African lion, and
The morning was cold, and the big Kanasas, the pony ridden, Is an Arab-Ia- n
stallion. The training of this act
flakes of snow drifted through the
keen air and settled on the frozen was the personal work of Mr. Barnes
ground. It was Thanksgiving and the and represents months and months of
day was good for killing hogs.
most painstaking, patient work.
Dock Hill built fires
Before sun-uThe Barnes circus is now generally
under the big kettles down in the
horse lot and the neighbors came over known as the "show that's different."
to help him. The neighbor women The name has been won because of
wrapped shawls around their heads the varied and entirely original and
and flocked to the house to assist different entertainment presented.
Dock's wife In preparing the big din
The program is given by a troupe
ner.
of 350 wild animals, representing althe
That morning Sam went across
field to Dock Hill's. When he arrived most every known species. Instead
there other men were standing around of the human acrobats, jugglers, trapthe roaring fire built between two eze performers and bare back riders,
large logs, upon which rested the animals have been trained to perform
the same identical stunts.
scalding kettles with
water.
Dogs, goats, monkeys, ponies, zeSam came through the patch of
bras,
horses, camels, elephants, lions.
weeds and climbed the rail fence.
"We're waltin' fer you. The water's tigers, leopards, sea Hons, etc., are
gettin' hot," some one called. Then listed as star actors. A rip roaring
this same person in a lower tone spoke comedy section is presided over by
to those around him: "I wonder if ten funny (not smutty) clowns. They
he's heered the news yet? I wonder are assisted by a score of. comedy
how he's goin' to take It?"
'
'
animals.
'
"You tell him, Jim.'"
The
hour
is 10:30 o'clock.
parade
Jim Carpenter spoke up. "Sam,
Four bands participate in this guthave you heord the news?"
"
pageant. Two pertering
"No, whut Is it?"
Allie
formances
will
be given here Friday,
didn't
heer
about
you
"Why,
and Ben Tillman running away last September 12.
night?"
Sam never moved but his face
STUDENT VOTERS TO TRIAL
changed color, changed from a healthy
Mo., Sept. 9.
Fulton,
red to a sickly pale.
"Dock, I don't reckon I can heir to elect one of their professors to
you today. I'm not feelin' good," he the city council is said to be responBald.
sible for the predicament of seven
Sam went toward his home over is students of the University of Mis
the Cumberland river bottoms and souri, who were
arraigned in the Cal
after he was out of hearing one of the
court here to
circuit
county
laway
men spoke up: "Say, Sam don't seem
to keer a dura if Allie did run off day to stand trial on charges of ilwith that other feller, does he?"
legal voting. The case was brought
An old man fanned the smoke away here on a change of venue from Colfrom his face and answered: "Young umbia, the
university seat. It is
Teller, you can t anus tell when a
man's heart has been hurt. Sam's one charged that illegal voting has been
of them men that can't be seen into carried on among the students of the
You can't see the real Sam by looking state university for several
years,
into his face. He's one of these quiet and it Is believed the preso'it prosesort or men. A better one never cution is the first
step toward stoplived."
It.
ping
Sam Williams went to his home and
saddled his horse. Slowly down the
'
road he started with an ashy face and
CAUGHT A BAD COLD
"Last winter my son caught a very
eyes that looked at nothing. His horse
took him to the nearest village where bad cold and the way he coughed was
whisky was sold. Late that afternoon something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sahe came back. His horse was in a rah E. Duncan, of Tipton. Iowa. "We
dead run, and its rider, with a long thought sure he was going into con
pistol in one hand, started the people sumption. We bought just one bottle
living in sight of the road with, shots of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
that one bottle stopped his cough and
'r
and wild whoops.
;"
"Well did you ev er!" an old cured his cold completely." For sals
woman exclaimed.
"If that ain't Sam by all dealers. Adv.
Williams. Who'd a thought it? Never
saw him that way before, and I kain't ADMISSION DAY IN CALIFORNIA
believe my old eyes now."
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 9. Ad-- "
When the darkness of that day mission day, the sixty-thiranniver
came the wind" settled, the air grew
sary of California's entrance into the
softer and enow began falling.
was celebrated in the cus
Dock Hill opened his front door and Union,
looked out into the darkness.
"Hit's tomary manner throughout the state
jest peppering down snow. I'll bet the today. Public offices, banks and many
woodpile is covered up in the morning business houses were closed in the
Don't believe I ever seed it snow so
larger cities. Athletics and nntdrmr
brisk. Hi, whuts that big light I sec
over to'ards Sam Williams' house sports figured prominently on the celeThe Pacific assoGimme my hat, I'm gone; Sam's houst bration program.
ciation track and field championships
is afire!"
Away across the hills toward th were held this afternoon at the Uniriver bottom a huge light made a IicI versity of California. At Oakland
in the darkness.
delegates from all over the state gathDock drew near to the house of SiMu
Williams and saw the red flames ar.r; ered for the annual convention of the
spark-ladesmoke rise up iu Uv Native Daughters and Native Sons of
night, and heard the roof of the hour;;, the Golden West.
falling. Nearly breathless he ran up
and there on the yard fence he
Williams sitting with a gun in
his hand.
"Go back home, Dock. This is my
house and I've got a right to do as
like. Go back, go back."
After the fire in the building wc- -,
Many i New Homo will Have a Liu's
Siinhensm to
ft.
beyond control of anyone who might
want to interfere, Sam took his hore
V.N
from the stable, started a fire in
hayloft and galloped away down
the road on his steed. There are people in this community who heard th
"'
t
Iioofbeats of Sam's horse as he swept
down the road that night, but there
are none who have seen him since.
dirty-lookin-

Importance.

Forest Notes
Switzerland has four
associations for the growing and
keting of forest products.

ALL KINDS OF

.

sharp. Mr. P. C. W. Pooler, district manager of the forest service and
Mr. Thomas Stewart, local manager,
Mr. I. T. Yarnall, and Mr. Louis Rudolph, all of the Pecos forest were present at the meeting and answered many
questions and gave much information
concerning the forest service and forest management.
as
The. meeting expressed itself
of
amount
the
at
highly gratified
VEIL ADDS MUCH TO EFFECT
money that had been spent this year
by the forest management in improv- Selection of Material arid Its Adjustment Are Matters of the Utmost
ing the road from Cowlos to Pecos.
p. m.
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CIRCUS

"Allie, I'm goin' to ask you once
more to marry me. I've got a farm
over yonder in that river-bottoThere's a house there! It's well fitted
up for me and you not for me and BARNES

ghth

A

SAM

By GEORGE BINGHAM.

LEGION

The twenty-eiMEET IN COLORADO
of the
national
encampment
DESPONDENCY
Union Veteran Legion, began here toand
Is
often
caused
indigestion
by
Colorago Springs, Col., Sept. 9.
and will continue until Saturday.
constipation, and quickly disappears
Five hundred physicians, health offi- when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak- day,
hundred delesates are presSeveral
cers, sanitary engineers and bacter- en. For sale by all dealer?. Adv.
ent.
women's auxiliary of the
The
iologists from the United Slates and
also is in session.
lesion
thi3
to
come
have
Mexico
Canada, and
PREAiCHER FACES CHARGES
Methotist
9.
Urbana, Ohio, Sept.
city to attend the annual meeting of
When the bowels feel uncomfortthe American Public Health associa- clergy and laity are arriving here in able
and you miss the exhilarating
tion, which opened today, and will large numbers for the annual session frplinp that, alwavs follows a copious
weeh.
of
the
continue until the end
to be opened tomorrow by the Cincin- morning operation, a dose of HER
A wide range of subjects for discus- nati conference. At this conference BINE will set you right in a coupie
at
you
sion, touching the preservation of a union with the Central Ohio con- of hours. If takeneffect bedtime
break-fas- t
after
beneficial
its
?et
has
been
prepared.
public health,
next day. Price 50c. Sold by
ference will be completed and the
Government, state and municipal
Central
on
Drug Co. Adv.
Its
will
take
health officers will participate In the merged organization
Ohio
new
conference.
West
name
of
Dr. Carl Alsperg,
general sessions.
Delegates from Toledo and vicinity FOREST ASSOCIATION
head of the chemistry bureau of the
nave
brought with them for considerwill
of
speak
agriculture,
department
ation
'Authoriby the conference, a matter outon the "Function of Federal
AT COWLES
ties." H. E. Barnard of the state side of the ordinary routine of busito
enliven
board of health of Indiana, will con- ness and which promises
sider what state authorities can do, the proceedings in no small degree.
WILL ASSIST THE GOVand the work of municipal authorities This is a request that the conference SETTLERS
IN ENFORCING
ERNMENT
and
a
action
leader take up for consideration
will be discussed by no less
REGULATIONS '..
than Dr. Ernest J. Lederle, health the charges of immorality brought
commissioner of New York city.
against Rev. N. J. Nash, pastor of
Sept. 9. 'A meeting
Numerous other speakers of tfide the Methodist churches
at Cygnet Cowles, N.
the Pecos national
of
of
the
settlers
prominence will be heard. Bailey B. and one or two other small towns in
ranch
Mountainview
held
at
was
forest
of
the
of
social,
Burritt
department
AVood county.
Several weeks ago a
e
welfare In New York, will tell of the jury composed of five ministers, af- at Cowles on September 7. Twenty-threit
and
were
present
and
persons
place of volunteer organizations,
ter and investigation of the charges,
.was decided to go into permanent orthis force among those at work, for decided to
Nash
Mr.
Rev.
the
suspend
public health will be generally out- until the
ganization. A communication from
meeting of the conference the
lined and explicitly defined.
department of agriculture was
here.
Dr. W. T. Sedgwick of the Massacovering the benefits to be deread,
The charges were originally made
chusetts Institute of Technology, and
rived by associations of forest users;
Dr. H. D. Pease of New York, will dis- by David Williams of Cygnet, and benefits accruing both to the forest
cuss the health supervisions which involved the minister's relations with service and to the settlers.
near Jerorganized Industries have Imposed the wife of a man, residing
W. Goodrich Jones, of Temple, Tex.,
on ' themselves. Industrial and occu- ry City, one of the towns where Mr. was elected temporary chairman, with
pational hygiene will be further dis- Nash held a pastorate. The minister Charles E. Gold as temporary secreconcussed by Dr. John B. Andrews of is said to have admitted being with
tary. The association decided tc
New York, and C. T. Graham-Roger- s
the woman in a vacant house, but fine its work and its membership to
Horseshoe and Mesa range of districts
of the Pecos national forest.
It was decided to hold regular
monthly meetings during the year, the
meetings to be held in Pecos village
on the second Sunday of every month
The yearly due were
at 1 o'clock.
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(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

They All Read Alike.
"The average novel is insipid," said
James L. Ford, the noted critic, at a
dinner.
"I was taking tea one afternoon in
Washington square, when my hostess
suddenly turned to her parlor maid
and cried:
"'Oh, Marie, horrors! What have
you done with my new novels?'
" 'I just gathered them from the
two tables, ma'am, to make room for
the tea service,' the maid answered,
'and I piled them all together on thh
commode here.'
" 'Perdition!'
cried
my hostess
'What am I to do now? Didn't you
know, Marie, that the books on the
small table I'd read, while those on
the large one I hadn't? Now they'll
all be mixed up, and I'll never know
which are which!'"

Ihcre Is usually a certain degree of dreaj
in everv woman s mind a3 to tlie prniubia
pain, distress and dmt.ecr of child-birtBut. tlimiks to a most ivmarfcihlo remedy
known as Mother's Friend, ell fiar Is bim-Wiand the period is one of unbounded,
jo.vt'ul

antiiipathm.

Mother's j'Hond is used pxtornally.
It
Is a most penetrating application, n'ukc-the mnselets of the Ptomach and aiHl.miru
pllnnt so they exonml easily and oalvrally
without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea. nervoeiJnesa
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective, mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration. ;
are rated as oimninsr plotters to liera'd they
the
coming of a Utile sunbeam to piaddeu toe
tearts and brlghton the homes oi a Uost of
happy families.
There are thou ml, of v,
v ho tuve
j nkli,.,w
used Mother's
au!i tlm8
ril,,
experience that it is one of our

jtw,t,t

hood, H is oil liv nil dru:
)er Dome, and li op-a- 1(1 In

a preventive of
such

di--

t

r

Write to I'm
l
Jatnar Ilkl. Aiiivun
valuahie

ft

liouk to
A.uUi

bottle o

ptan
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FOUR

DEFENSE

refugees rend the heart. Many Mace
donian towns have been burned by the
Greeks, who killed every Bulgarian
who fell into their hands.
"Few people know what Bulgaria
lias really accomplished. We have
many faults, but we are conscious of
the fact that we have wronged no
one. We wanted to free .Macedonia.
Our neighbors, jealous of our might,
are doing all they can to balk us in FAST RECORDS WILL ALL BE BROour desire to gather all Bulgarians um
KEN" IN TULSA OCTOBER
dor one roof."
1

nri n rn
runP

WRITES LETTER l

iimm girls
Four.d Relief.

New York,

Sept.

"I

take pleasure
KeW Orleans. La.'
i:; writing these lines
.,,,,,
'..i express my graii-- '.
y.
r ' Vj.'!
fcade

..I,.

O.Constanlint

Stephanovo, professor of English literature in the University of Sofia, hat
written a letter to friends in Ne
York in which he defends Bulgaria
from the allegations freely made
against her that she was the aggressor in the latest Balkan war, and that
troops have committed a
series of atrocities in southeastern
Europe.
The letter is dated Sofia, where Pro- lessor stepnanove resides, and was
written In August, shortly after the
conclusion of peace at Bucharest. The
writer begins by describing the isola
tion In which Bulgaria had found her
self for several weeks past. Her ene
mies, Servia.R oumanla, Greece and
Montenegro, conspired to make it
practically impossible for Bulgaria to
communicate with the outside world
during the first months of the fighlin
taking advantage of this condition to
circulate abroad a number of mis
leading and even mendacious state
ments concerning the progress of the
He
war, all reflecting on Bulgaria.
then outlines th,e secret treaty con
cluded last May between Turkey and
Greece, by which Greece guaranteed
Turkev armed assistance for the re- oooupaiion of Adrlanople, Turkey in
return pledging her support to Greece
for the seizure of Thrace. The con
spiracy of Servia, Roumania., Greece
Montenegro and Turkey against Bulga
ria is characterized as one of the most
complete recorded in his tory, and a
distinct and notable phase of thia con
certed act 'on was the circulation of
baseless and lying reports, all destined to injure Bulgaria in the eyes of
the world, arid which' Bulgaria was
at the time powerless to 'refute or
deny. Continuing his interesting pre
sentation of Bulgaria's side of the

:h

i,

v;

to you. I am
only 16 years old and
work in a tobacco

factory.

I have

NEWS FROM

been a very sick girl
but I have improved
wonderfully since
Lydia E.
V taking
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
am now looking fine
and feeling a thousand times better."
Miss Amelia Jaquillard, 613 Seventh Street, New Orleans, La.
St Clair, Pa. "My mother was
alarmed because my periods were suppressed and I had pains in my back and
side, and severe headaches. I had pimples on my face, my complexion was sallow, my sleep was disturbed, I had nervous spells, was very tired and had no
ambition.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has worked a charm in
my case and has regulated me. I worked
"in a mill among hundreds of girls and
have recommended your medicine to

many cf them."

EstellA

1
I

LARGEST

illness and How They

PROFESSOR AT SOFIA SAYS COUNTRY Wi6 NOT AGGRESSOR IN
BALKAN WAR

EIIB1TI0

HELPLESS AS BABY

BE THE

Two Girls Tell Story of Their

BliLfiARIA

Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble metal in London increased the depresNo man with a family to support sion in the copper group here. There
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor was
realizing following the reecnt rise
need he fear it with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon- and the great showing of the monthly
est medicine, safe and reliable, cost report yesterday.
TO
Down in Mind Unable to Wort, ing little but doing much good, Foley
Announcement of new financing by
Kidney Pills eliminate backache an New York Central was reached before
rheumatism, tone up the system an the
and What Helped Her.
dip in that stock. Loss by the
restore normal action of kidneys and
thus far in the week of $3,000,-00- 0
banks
Madder." O. G. Schaefer and i!e!
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and the
firmness of
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
money operated in favor of short sellBelle Emey, of this place, says: "I sufAdenoids are a Menace to Children
Bonds were easy.
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in
Adenoids result from a succession ing.
caused
from
womanly
my right side,
Prices
barely moved at all between
of colds in babies and young children
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very much, They spoil the mental and physlcti! 12 and 1 o'clock, even the wide fluc
that 1 became down in mind, and as help- life of a child. The condition tha: tuation in the petroleum stocks being
The world's most important farm less as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind causes them may easily be avoided by
suspended while the traders discuss-- !
convention for 1913 will be held in of shape. Was unable to do any work. careful parents. Quickly and thor- ed the
probable condition of corn in
I began taking Cardui, the woman's oughly cure all colds and throat irriTulsa, Oklahoma, October 22 to Noand got relief from the very first tations by the use of Foley's Honey the government crop rei)ort.
tonic,
vember 1. Men from 30 nations will dose. By the time 1 had taken 12
s, and Tar
Compound, and adenoids will
Speculators who sold the grangersattend the eighth annual meeting of
my health was completely restored. no4 develop. O. G. Schaefer and Ited and Paciiics short became less con1 am now 48 years
feel
as
but
years old,
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
conthe International
fident of their position as the time
good as I did when only 16.
gress there and will tell about mefor the appearance of the
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
approached
Swellings of the flesh caused by in
thods of farming in all regions of my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
and went into the market
the
crop
report,
of
fractures
cold,
flammation,
in its favor. I wish I had some power
slight rainfall or occasional drouth.
or
for
stocks.
bone,
This
neuralgia
toothache,
buying pulled up the
and could
Official delegates are expetcel at over poor, suffering women,it would
can be relieved by applying list again to a parity with yesterday's
do
make them know the good
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It close.
Tulsa from every continent on the them."
People's Gas, which had been
If you suffer from any of the ailments should be ' well rubbed in over the part
China, whose farmers have
globe.
since its recent large adneglected
affected. Its great healing and penetilled the same lands for 40 centuries, peculiar to women, it will certainly be
eases
the
reduces
active again and gainbecame
vance,
pain,
power
a
to
trial.
Cardui
while
trating
worth
give
will be officially represented by its It has your
been helping weak women for swelling and restores natural condi- ed two points.
minister of agriculture, Chun Sen more than 50 years, and w'U help you, tions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
The market closed strong. Prices
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Chan. Tuns, in north Africa, which too.
their highest level and the
reached
Adv.
it.
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells
has been a
region since
shares sold above yesterday's
principal
Write to: Ch&ttanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
the time of Hannibal, will have repreafter the crop figures were pub
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
.close,
Term., for Stitial
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga,
sentatives in Tulsa to learn evsn Instructions on your case and
book, "Home
Chicago, Sept. 9. Bearish predic- lished. These were about as expected
more of the science which its farm- Treatment (or Women," in plain wrapper, N.G.
tions regarding the government crop for corn, but above estimate for
ers have practiced for 2,500 yea'-sreport tended today to make the wheat. Union Pacific made the best
Persia, whose agriculture is as old as formation on, through its annual con- wheat market easy. Resting commis- response to the higher condition of
history, will have at least two dele- ventions and its publications, to the sion orders, however, absorbed all the wheat, touching 151. Steel was also
gates, Including the Mirza Ali Kuli farmers in many nations.
offerings. Firm cables acted also as heavily bought .and the coppers and
Khan. Palestine will send its greatThe International congress now has a
influence.
The opening coalers picked up in good fashion.
est agriculturist, Dr. Aaron Aaronsohn, officers in 19 nations and members in wassteadying
The last sales were as follows:
The
opening was ununchanged.
who today conducts a huge farm on CO and its influence for the develop78
Amalgamated
Copper
to
y2 cent lower,
and
there
changed
U'nd which the shepherds used in the ment of farming methods is world109
seemed "to be but little disposition to Sugar, bid
wide. Its work is of especial importime of Christ.
91
get out of range. The close was easy Atchison . .
Fourteen governors of states and tance through the southwestern states at Vi. to
160
cent net decline.
Reading
scores of congressmen have accepted all of which are subject to occasional
90
Quite general rains weakened corn. Southern Pacific
invitations to be present. On top cf drouth which in many seasons cuts
150
Wash- Union Pacific
to
as
outlook
The
the
bullish
all these will be tens of thousands of the profits out of farming. In even
element served to cause a ral- United States Steel
actual farmers who will come fron the driest years, however, thousands ington
United States Steel, pfd. bid... 103
ly. First sales varied from.
every state in the Union and from of farmers are making good througti lower to
advance.
op
Nearby
every province in Canada to study the practice of the new methods tions decline'd further and then recovKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
methods whereby they may increase which are revolutionizing agriculture
Kansas
City, September 9. Hogs,
level.
The close
own These farmers will be at Tulsa and ered to last night's
the yields per acre on their
Market strong to 5
9,000.
receipts
was
cent
from
y2
unsettled,
varying
will help in making the eighth confarms.
:.i
.,.
cents higher. Bulk $8 . 50S . 85 ; heaVsUV4
to
cent
lewer
advance.
The great farming meeting at Tulsa gress and exposition the most imporAlthough small sales prevailed in vy $8.408.60; packers and butchers
will be held in nine sections, begin- tant meeting of its kind ever held on
oats
prices held relatively firm. Buy- $S.508.95; lights $8.508.90; pigs
ning October 27, and lasting five days. the American continent.
a leading house furnished sup- $07.50.
ing
by
in
connection
The exposition held
Cattle, receipts 19,000. Market steaport.
with it will begin five days earlier,
to strong. Prime fed steers $8.60
dy
Provisions
with
developed
strength
on October 22 and will last until Nodressed beef steers $7.C0
9.10;
hogs. The ensuing advance was genTODAY IN CONGRESS
vember 1. One sectional meeting will
steers $6.408.10;
western
8.50;
but
offers
increasing
eral,
kept the
be devoted entirely to talks about soil,
southern steers $5.258.25;
cows
moderate.
The
quotaupturn
closing
tillage methods and farm machinery.
heifers
$3.506.50;
$4.508.75;
In other sectional meetings will be
Washington, Sept. 9. Senate: Con- tions were as follows:
Wheat, September 87; December stockers and feeders $57.75; bulls
studied the home breeding and selec- tinued debate on tariff bill with an
$4.256.25; calves $5.50(9.75.
tion of seeds, live stock and dairying, agreement for a final vote at 4 p. m. 91; May 96.
Sheep, receipts ll.ffOO. Market 10
Corn, September 76 ; December
investigating
Special committee
feed and forage crops, farm forestry,
cents
lower.
Lambs $6.757.25;
the right kind of education for coun- West Virginia mine strike continued 74; May 75.
yearlings
$4.505.25;
December
43;
Oats,
September
farm
manage- hearings.
45; 4.75; ewes $3.504. wethers $4
try boys and girls,
Administraton
House:
currency May 48.
ment and farm engineering.
Pork, January $20.34; May $20.42.
The real purpose of the Internation- bill brought in from the banking
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CONof
its
and
Lard,
January $11.15; May $11.30.
congress
al
CERN
probill,
bearing
Urgent deficiency
Ribs, January $10.67; May $10.80.
meetings is to teach methods for the
Notice is hereby given, to whom it
for
commerce
of
vision
elimination
to
conquest of drouth. It has nothing
may concern that William G. Haydon,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
do with politics, colonization or reli court passed.
the undersigned, was appointed on the
A.
James
testified
before
Emery
colNew York, Sept. 9. Reports of 26th
gion. It is not an agricultural
day of July, A. D. 1913, Adminthe lobby committee.
rains in the southwest failed to istrator of the Estate of
lege, neither does it conduct experiGeorge W.
ment or demonstration farms, it
strengthen the stock market. Grain Ward, deceased1, and all persons havmerely collects from all possible
prices were lower,' but cotton continu- ing claims against the Estate of said
sources the available information
ed to rise buoyantly, and in the stock George W. Ward, deceased, will preFOOT-EAS- E
about methods whereby farmers may
market the course continued down- sent the same within the time preThe
the
Aotisepticpowder shaken into ward through the morning.
increase their yields per acre,
scribed by law.
the shoes The Standard Remlor the leel for a quartet
Losses reached a point in Union September 9, 1913.
quality of their crops and their bank
edy
century. 30.000 testimonials. Sold
accounts in all regions of light or irWM. G. HAYDON,
everywhere, 25c. Sample FREE. Pacific, Southern Pacific and AmalgaAllen S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N Y.
Address,
in- It
then
this
rainfall.
passes
regular
Administrator.
Tht Man who put tne E ff In FEET. mated Copper. Weakness of copper

FARM
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THE CAPITAL

bot-lle-

Santa Fe, Sept. 9.: A preliminary
survey, of the Penasco river is to be
made by the state engineer's department, and Engineer a. S. Carroll
left this afternoon to take up the
work.
Supreme Court Sittings
In the supreme court today the case
of the State of New Mexico vs. Lillie
C. Klasner
from Lincoln county, is
being argued. The case of Mary Duncan vs. Mary Brown from McKinley is
also scheduled for today
Board Still Meeting
The state board of equalization is
still holding daily sessions at 3 o'clock
every afternoon, but it was announced

E,

today that the board has not yet
reached the deciding of the appeals,
and that consequently there was little that could be said about the meetings.

Saint Clair, Pa.
i's r t'fut teaches more
There ia r:
than experii :
Therefore, such letters from gDi "Hu have suffered and
were restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should
be a lesson to others. The same remedy
is within teach of all.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (coiill-dVinl) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
lie opened, read and answered ly a
lYoniua sud held iu strict confidence.
110 Thwinr;

Orosco Appeals
Orosco has appealed to the supreme
court of the state of New Mexico. Not
however, Pascual, well known because
of his activities in the southern republic, but Celestino. Celestino Orosco
and Marcelino Telles have filed suit
against Ursulo Gonzales. The case is
from Sierra county and has
The Bulgarian troops retaliated and appealed
to do with water matters.
drove their armies backi for a distance
May Establish Zoo
of 20 miles.
The Amusement Park company of
"That same day the fighting
Albuquerque, a new incorporated comgeenral all along the border, pany which will take over Traction
Bulgaria was attacked by Servians, park there following the state fair
Greeks and Montenegrins.
Against this fall, has written to Game Warden
of
200,000 men Trinidad C. de Baca regarding the esthe entire Greek army
men under tablishment of a zoo in the park. It
30,000
had
Bulgaria
barely
for
General Ivanoff. Nevertheless, on the is not known just what the basis
an institusuch
of
establishment
the
first and second days of the fighting,
tion can be arranged, but if satisfacBulgaria routed her enemies, inflicttory arrangements can be made Mr.
ing tremendous losses.
Baca is inclined to favor the pTan.
nt

e

"The defeat of the Servians and the
Farmington Petition
Professor Stephanove writes as Greeks was complete, when to the
state
corporation commission
The
follows:
,
consternation of the Bulgarian sol- has received from Farmington, San
"The charge that Bulgaria was the diers there came orders to
stop fight-an- Juan county, a petition numerously
aggressor in this warfare, in which her
and return to their original posi signed, asking for the change in' rail
former allies were arrayed against her. tions. The order was a fatal one. Tne road schedule suggested by Chairman
is unjust and untrue. Bulgaria did
army cried bitterly when called upon H. H Williams of the commission
ier utmost to persimdo Servia to ful- to obey.it, But
Russia, who had prom when he was over there last month.
other
fill the stipulations of the Serbo-Bul- ised to settle the differences between So far no other petitions from
ueal-lur lue Protection or Sprbs anrt riulzars. had to be obeved sections of the county have been re
Macedonia, but without success. It
and Mr. Williams stated this!
Bulgaria m obey but not 80 servia. ceived,
that there was small chance
was for the freedom of Macedonia The
Bulgarian envoys sent to tell the morning
that Bulgaria engaged In the Balkan Servians of the order were murdered. of any change being made unless a
much more urgent demand was made
war. With her army still at Tchatalja
"Then came a furious attack upon
the one
and Gallipoll it was unthinkable that the Servians, but Macedonian volun- for It than is indicated by
fevered.
lone petition eo far
Bulgaria should declare war upon her teers saved the
was folState Aid for School
day.his
allies.
former
lowed by general fighting,, with no deWith a view to obtaining state aid
"Servia and Greece inaugurated a cisive results. General Ivanoff made
for building a new school house in
series of cruel attacks, meanwhile, a successful retreat, inflicting aw.ful their district, W. A. Williams and G.
upon the Bulgarian population of Ma- losses on the Greeks. The Bulgarians L. Bassett of Venus, in southwestern
cedonia. Thousands were imprisoned,
opposed to the Servians held their Santa Fe county, are in the city today
maltreated, and many even suffered own, and even captured S.000 Servians. in consultation with county Superindeath; other thousands escaped into Bulgaria crossed the Servian border tendent John V. Conway and the state
Then followed the Greek and seized Kniajevatz, Zaitchar, etc., educational department. This makes
Bulgaria.
riots at Serres, Angista, Negritta, etc., and cut the railroad which connected the second school in this district, and
until other arrangements can be made
in which many Bulgarian soldiers Belgrade and Macedonia,
the school will be held in the front
were killed from ambush by Greek
"Just as Bulgaria was about to exe- room of one of the patrons. Mr. Wilbands. The Bulgarian outpost at
cute a brilliant maneuver and admin liams and Mr. Bassett drove 75 miles
resisted, and In revenge the ister a death blow to her treacherous to Santa Fe in order to get help l'or
Greek general staff planned the attack enemies, Roumanla attacked her from their school if possible.
The next
on the small Bulgarian garrison at the rear and seized northern Bulgaria.
meeting of the state board of educadurSalonica.
in
will
be held
Albuquerque
At the same time Turkey sent troops tion
"There were other similar skirmish- to retake Adrianonle. Roumania de- - ing the sessions of the New Mexico
es on the border. What could Bul- rlnrod Rvtl irn rin. must otnn her invasion .Educational association, November
garia do? She appealed to Russia, of Servia. Shorn of her strength by
Lively Bidding for State Land
the arbiter of the
her war with Turkey, Bu.f.ria had
There must be some very desirable
treaty, but Russia refused to act. She to concede.
state land in New Mexico. Captain
appealed also to the powers, but her
"The powers then intervened, and
Fritz Muller of the state land departcry was Ignored. Servia and Greece after a preliminary meeting at Nish,
ment, returned yes' erday from Roosefortified by their secret understand- an armistice was concluded at Buchar- velt
county, where he sold a school
ings with. Roumania and Turkey, ra est. It is now believed that a sub section in southwestern Roosevelt
pidly became unbearable in their atti- sequent conference of the great pow- county. The minimum price fixed ty
tude.
ers will revise the Bucharest conven the state was $10 an acre, but the
''Part of the Bulgarian troops at tion, and settle permanently all terri. land brought $20.25 an acre. The
Adrianople and Tchatalja had been torial differences between the Balkan state law regarding laijd sales pro'
vides that persons desiring to purl" il J
brought across the border into Mace- states,
j..:J
30.
and
The burning
"A foreign diplomat has gummed up chase must give notice of their intendonia by June
later buy the land at public
looting of the village of Zleto, by the the situation thus: 'The Bulgarian ar- tion and
action if they wish it. The legal
Servians, was the first serious inci- my, by its brilliant successes in Turwith
formalities were all complied
dent to provoke war. A Macedonian key, inspired fear in Roumania, Serand the captain went to f'ortales to
on
via and Greece. They believed that
leader named Arbeza retaliated
conduct the sale. The bidding was
the Servians for this attack, and the another ten years would see her the
spirited, and the man who had originfollowing day the Servians advanced dominant power in the Balkans, and ally applied for the land quit at $20
rgainst the regular Bulgarian army. one of the great powers of Europe. an acre, and George W. Williamson
Hence the conspiracy. They reasoned got it for $20.25.
it wquld be better to annihilate Bul- Presented
fiaria now than be annihilated by her
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
by many physicians
in the near future.'
"As to the charges of atrocities for .You can do so by ridding yourself
t
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidwhich. Bulgaria pp
been unjustly
Para fJalt Whiskey
neys allow uric acid poisons to reblamed, they ar umuallfledly false: main In the blood and rheumatic
is used in numerous hosfoli
The world alrearfv
pitals because it's absolutely
r'ng informed pains swollen and aching joints
Pills to ease
the purest and best tonic stimas to the actual rprnttrators of these low. Take Foley's Kidney
you of the pain and torment. They
ulant known to medicine. It's
horrible deeds., Over 100 P00 refugees will positively and permanently build
t
what you need; try it
have fed tr Bulgaria from Macedonia. up the kidneys, restore their normal
$1.00 a large bottle at most
TTnnrtreJ" or"' 'housands have metj action and keep the urlo acid crystals
&Wg?sts grocers and dealers.
out of the blood and body. Try them.
v-Tho
Malt VTiMcey Co.,
r' v.n nriQi 0e Greek and Ser--j O. O. Shiefer and Red Cross
Drug
P
Y.
'ian soldiers. The stories Of these, Store. Ad v,
ca.se,
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Garments

Ready-to-We- ar

Each garment carries with it the assurance that it is
correct in making, proper in taste and in every way fault
less whether it be at a small nominal price or a master
piece of the tailor's art worth forty dollars. No apology is
implied with our inexpensive garments; there is intrinsic
merit in every one. Years of experience with a large and
refined clientele have placed the standard of all our
merchandise beyond criticism.
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PERSONALS
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound was
here today.
James Abercrombie of Antonchico is

.a business visitor

In Las Vegas for a weeks' visit with
friends.
James Whitmore was a business
visitor here today from his ranch
south of this city.
P. Schipman and William Haas of
Levy came in last n;'ht for a few
days' business visit.
Mrs. P. V. Stewart of San Mavcial
came in this afternon for a few days'
visit with relatives.
Jacob Harris left this afternoon for
Estancia where he will be 011 business for several, weeks.
M. A, Van Houten or Shoemaker
arrived in the city last night for a
few days' business visit here.
John C. Pugh Qf Wagon Mound
was a business visitor here yesterday,
stopping at the Hotel Romaine.
TVlrs.
Ike Lewis will leave today
for Parmington, where she will remain for the next few months.
Miss Amy Huffman left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where she will
visit friends for the next few days.
J. L. Duncan and G. E. Gordon of
Trinidad arrived in the city last night
for a several days' business visit.
G. A. Campfield came in last night
from Albuquerque and will be a 'business visitor here for several days.
O. G. Griffith of Glenwood Springs,
Col, came in yesterday evening and
will remain in Las Vegas for several
weeks.
B. P. Robinson, a well known resident of Wagon Mound, was in Las
Vegas today looking after "business
affairs.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemaker expects to leave soon for Chat
tanooga, Tenn., to attend the Grand
Army reunion.
Mrs. Richard F. Dunn came in this
afternoon from her home at Gascon
for a several days' visit with friends
and relatives in Las Vegas.
Tom Condon and J. P. McNierny
left this morning in the Condon automobile for their home at Rociada,
after having been business visitors
'here for the past few days.
Dr. F. E. Olney will leave tonight
for Chattanooga, Tenn., where he will
attend the reunion of the Grand Army
of the Republic, which is to be
held in that city this month.
F. Sanders and J. B. Price of
Kas., arrived in Las Vegas last
night and will remain here for several
days on business.- - They are machinery experts for the Santa Fe railway.
T. P. Holbert left this afternoon for
Mount Vernon, Tex., where he will
locate. Mr. Holbert has been a resident of Las Vegas for the past few
months, during that time being employed at the state asylum.
Mrs. C. E. Lewis has just returned
from a three months' trip to Washington, Anacortis, Seattle, Vancouveer,
British Columbia and a three days'
trip around the island. Mrs. Lewis is
in greatly improved health.
'

Miss Chell Crozier of Osceola, Okla.,
arrived in the city yesterday afternoon
and will remain here indefinitely. She
will take the position of vocal music
and art Instructor in the city schools,
taking the place recently vacated by
Mrs. Charles Kohn.
Mrs. Harriet Mate and 'daughter,
Miss Helen, of Denver, arrived In

Las Vegas last night for a weeks'
visit. Mrs. Mate and daughter will
be the guests of Mrs. Mate's son, D.
D. Mate, who recently secured a position with the C, D. Boucher grocery. ;
33. G. Murphey, accompanied" by his
sister, Mrs. H. E. Gandall, left this
afternoon for Denver, Colo., where
Mrs. Gandall will remain for several
weeks visiting friends. Mr. Murphey
will go to Chicago and expects to be
absent from Las Vegas for two weeks.
John Brunton of Shoemaker leaves
tonight for San Francisco, Cal., from
whence he will go to California, Nev.,
He
"where he has mining interests.
expects to be in the country for several months. Mr. Brunton has been
visiting his father, Captain W. B.
Brunton, of Shoemaker.

HARMONY PREVAILS AND
ROAD

MK

till

GO ON

COUNTY
AND
COMMISSIONERS
ROAD BOARD ARRIVE AT
WORKING BASIS
The good roads question was finally

settled yesterday afternoon at the
court house when the San Miguel road
board and the county commissioners
decided to work in harmony fcr a
period of three months, pending the
decision of the supreme court in the
case in regard to the payment of warrants of the road board. The county
commissioners and the road board
agreed to work in harmony and fcr
the general betterment of the roads
all over the county.
The meeting was' well attended and

represented several of the largest tax
payers in the county. The county
commissioners will allow the expenditure or $1,500 for the puijose of
building and repair ng roads. The
work on the highways will start immediately.
A meeting has been cauetr for
afternoon at the court house
when final arrangements
will be
made. The county commissioners and
the road board during the next three
months will meet together often and
thus all matters that are necessary to
be settled will be attended to.
John York and Fidel Ortiz, representing the county commissioners,
and George H. Hunker and Mayor R.
J. Taupert, representing the county
road board, made the agreement,
which was favored by the citizens
present. Mayor R. J. Taupert, who
was appointed several months ago
by the governor as a member of the
road board but who has nft served
since his nomination, announced that
he would act as a member of that
body.

Instead of one good roads day tlfSre
will now be two or three weeks or
as many weeks as is necessary to
improve the roads. This arrangement
doubtless will 'prove beneficial to
No doubt all the
every taxpayer.
other cities along the Santa Fe trail
will hold to the Good Roads day proposition and Las Vegas has no intention of dropping out. It will merely
endeavor to :accomplish far bettfor
work than can, be done in one day. .
Communication between the state
highway commission at Santa Fe and
Las Vegas citizens yesterday brought
out the fact that within a short time
a gang of convicts would be sent to
the vicinity of Las Vegas and would
work here until all the highways had
been placed in good shape. The present prospects show that San Miguel
county is ready for the greatest move
in Its history towards improving the
roads. With the county commissioners and the road board working together and the promise of assistance
from the state highway commission
there is but little doubt but that within the next six month-- San Miguel
county may boast of the best roads In
the state.

FOOTBALL SEASON
EXPECTED TOBE
BRILLIANT
BIG

COLLEGE ELEVENS ARE
SHAPE TO PUT UP GREAT
EXHIBITIONS

IN

Chicago, Sept. 9. Baseball's monopoly of the sport lover's attention will
soon be broken. FootDall elevens will
begin to. take the place of baseball
nines. Preliminary football practice
is scheduled to begin within a week
on the college gridirons and two
weeks later football scores will appear. Practice begins earlier in the
east than In the west. University
candidates have been asked to report
for individual practice earlier than
most of the others, September 9. The
Indians, Illinois and Chicago coaches,
along with other conference directors,
have asked their men to report from
September 16 to 19 in condition for
scrimmage.
The coming season should present
some of ihe most brilliant and varied
plays seen in several' years, because
of the excellence of play in the late
games of the 1912 season last Novem
ber. At the first of last year the
coaches all over the country were
handicapped by the new rules allow
ing "four downs" for the ten yards
Instead of the usual three.
This ruling caused two distinct lines
of play to be developed by the coaches
an open game by means of the for
ward pass, and a return to the old
line smashing tactics of years gone
by. The result was that In the first
part of the 1912 season much line
smashing was seen, but after the first
month the forward pass was used, the
coaches, over, t4 country; , realizing
that the open play was too fast for
the old style of line smashing.
For this reason many new forma
tions which were only partly developed and which appeared in the latter
part of the 1912 season, will undoubtedly be brought out and developed further this season It is the belief generally among students of the game
that bigger scores will prevail because
of this experience gained from the
"four downs" rule and offensive style
of last season.

AMERICAN EXPLORER

KILLED

9.
Sept.
Winnipeg, Manitoba,
late
here
today
Word was received
of the murder of Harry V. Redfard,
American explorer, and his companion, George Street, on the Arctic
coast. The killing, in the meager reports received here, was ' said to have
been done by Eskimos.
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New .York, September 9. The Clti-- j
zens' Municipal committee, which is
bitterly opposed to Tammany Hall and
ticket in
has placed an
the field, is working hard to make propaganda for its own ticket and against
the Tammany' ticket. One of the committee's best and most striking arguments is made in a public statement
which explains in detail the work accomplished and the reforms introduced by the fusion board of estimate
the
in the matter of reorganizing
citys method of purchasing supplies.
The report show3 that, notwithstanding the obstacles which the Tammany
legislature placed in the way of the
board of estimate, the latter' saved millions of dollars for the city.
It appears from the report that the
city's annual coa bill is about $2,500,-- '
000.
Formerly each city department
purchased its coal independently, paying exorbitant prices for low grade
coal.
and often entirely worthless
The board of estimate standarized the
quality of coal according to the caloric or Keating value of the coal as
determined by chemical analysis, using the British thermal unit as the
basis of the calculations. In all cases
where the coal was found to be below
standard the contractors were heavily penalized. Similar reforms wer introduced by the fusion board of estimate in the purchasing of meats an
other food supplies for the various
city institutions and by these reforms
a saving of many millions of dollars
was achieved every year.
y

1

not the "only pebble
on the beach" when it comes to picking locks and freeing himself from
handcuffs. He seems to have an exceedingly clever rival In William
Shauger, who is said to have quite a
criminal record as burglar and house
breaker. A short time ago Shauger
and two other men were arrested at
the point of a pistol while robbing the
Little Falls, N. J., station of the Erie
railroad. Shauger was taken to the
township jail at Little Falls and locked up in a cell. About half an hour
later Van Geisen, the jail keeper, to
his surprise saw Shauger walking out
of the jail building. Van Geisen drew
his pistol and forced Shauger back to
his cell. The prisoner had picked the
lock of his cell and would have es
caped had not the jail keeper seen
him In time. To guard against, any
further attempts of the prisoner to
chainescape, he was handcuffed and
cell.
of
Shauger
his
to
the bars
ed
laughed and told the chief of police
to turn out the lights and he would
Rhnw b'm what he could do. The
chief turned off the electric lights
and when he switched on the light
Bfcau-ge- r
again after a minute and a half,
smiling handed him the handcuffs
and cnaln of which, he had freed himself. The chief became alarmed and
sent the prisoner for safekeeping to
the Paterson, N. J., jail.
Houdini

is

Some persons do not seem to have

the least consideration for the
fellow men occupy a flat in the
their efllow men occupy a flat in the
same apartment house. When Mr.
Clements, who lives in an apartment
house on One Hurtdred and Eighteenth
street, raised the shade cf his kitchen
window the other morning he was
greatly shocked by the sight which
presented Itself to his astonished
eyes. Right in front of his kitchen
window was the dead body of an old
man who had been the tenant of the
flat above, dangling from a rope with
which he had hanged himself. It has
found that the old man for some rea;'
son had tied one end of a rope around
the leg of a heavy kitchen range, the
other end around his neck and had
then let himself fall from the window,
strangling to death' in midaii'
feel-thei-

The scarcity of domestic servants
in and around New York am the ..difficulty of obtaining and keeping them,
especially in the suburban towns and
villages surrounding greater New York'
like a wreath, have given rise to a
new line of jokes in the "funny columns" of the newspapers. The "Ser
van Girl Jokes' have gradually supJokes." at
planted the "Mother-in-Laone time the standby of the profes
sional jokesmiths. A mother-in-lawho is a "terror" is by no means a
joke, but, fortunately such mothers-in-laare few and far between. But
the servant girl problem Is even less
of a joke and, what Is even more Important It confronts perhaps a thoa-sanpersons to one who Is a victim
of too much mother-ln-law- .
How acute the problem has become
in this part of the country may be
nf erred from a case which happened
in Huntington, L. I., the other day.

j

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT NOW

v

STRAY, TOPICS FROM

Some day you're going to be mighty glad you did save or
mighty
sorv vovi didn't-whi- ch?
It's ail up to you. You can start a savings account here with Sl.OO any minute of your time.

Harris Goldstein, a wealthy dry goods
dealer, residing In Huntington, had in
his service a Polish servant girl who
was considered a perfect "jewel" by
the family and the friends of the family. A short tune ago consternation
seized the Goldstein family over a
rumor that Samuel Swett, a Manhattan real estate broker, who also lived
in Huntington, had made overtures to
the "jewel" and had offered her an
Increase of wages to induce her to
leave the Goldstein household and be
come the kitchen genius of the Swett
household.
The other day Mr. Swett
and Mr. Goldstein met and came to
blows over the Eervant girl question
The next chapter of the story will be
enacted in the police court.

4 PER CENT INTEREST
BANK
PEOPLES
TRUST CO.
-

house-cleane-

STOCKMEN AID FORESTERS
During the last fiscal year, according to a report of the United States
forest service, 31 local organizations
of stock growers using national forest
ranges have applied ror and secured
the official recognition of their advisory boards by the forest service.
This brings the number of associations officially recognized by the forest service to a total of 115.
Through the medium of these advisory boarjls several thousand stockmen who graze stock upon the national forests now take an active
part in discussing all problems of
forest administration which affect
their interests. The result, states the
forest service report, has been the
elimination of misunderstanding regarding the requirements of the stock
Interests and an improvement In
methods of range control which has
won the endorsement ana' approval of
the large mapority of the persons who
depend upon the national forests for
the pasturage of their stock.
Two of the stockmen's associations
are national in their scope and one is
The remaining
a state organization.
112 are local organizations. The stockmen have, it is said, been successful
in securing advisory boaras composed
of broad minded, unseirish men of
wide practical experience who have
worked for the best Interests of their
industry but at the same time have
given intelligent consideration to the
need for forest protection, and who
therefore have directed their recommendations along constructive lines.
The recent order of Secretary Houston extending official recognition to
organizations of other classes of forest users is said to have resulted
mainly from the large measure of sucof the
cess won by tne
government with the stockmen.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

American

League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.

,The world will probably never know
how much acute suffering there is
among the unfortuaute men who are
married to "belligerent" suffragettes.
Most of these men are too meek to
rebel against the humiliating position
into which they have been forced by
the militancy of their better halves,
Tuey bear the burden and the world
nefver learns of their burdens and
sufferings. Only once in a while
one of the male victims of the suffrage
craze, driven to desperation, openly
rebels and, if he is not beaten into
submission by his militant wife, he
is dragged before the police magis
trate upon the charge of abusing his
wife. The other day Joseph McCrane
was arraigned in the Flatbush police
court, charged wiffi hacing beaten
and otherwise abused his wife, Nora,
who is captain of the suffragette
forces in the eleventh assembly district. MoCrane is a small and slender
man of delicate frame, while his wife
is a big and robust woman, many
pounds heavier than her mate. When
the 'two appeared in court, where a
large crowd of suffragettes was as
sembled, the few men present found
it difficult to believe that so small a
man could have had the courage to as
sault so big and strong a woman. He
said that for the last two years, ever
since his wife had identified herself
with the suffrage party, he had been
r
forced to be the cook,
and "girl of general housework" of
his own home, while his wife attend
ed suffrage meetings, conferences and
club debates. That alone would have
been enough to make life a burden to
him, but what aggravated his trou
bles even more was the fact that his
wife almost constantly talked "suf
frage" to him and every one in the
neighborhood, so that her neighbors
openly shunned her. Unfortunately
there was no escape for him and he
,was compelled day after day to hear
his wife's sufrage talk and the speeches which she rehearsed. McCrane was
released on bail to answer to the
court of general sessions.
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

National League
St. Louis at Chicago.
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Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
American Association
Columbus at Kansas City.
Louisivlle at Milwaukee.
Toledo a Minneapolis.
Indianapolis at St, Paul; 2 games.

II"
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Western League
Sioux City at Topeka.
Des Moines at Wichita.
St. Joseph at Denver; no game.
Lincoln at Omaha.
American

League

Washington, Sept.

"No Need To
Watch It"

First game:

9

R. H. E.

Cleveland
8 12
.
Washington
Batteries: Gregg, Callop, Jams and
Carish; O'Neil, Boehling and Henry.
4

1

American

St. Paul, Sept.

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

Association
First game:
R.H.E,

9.

1
Indianapolis
7
St. Paul
Willis
Wetzel
Batteries:
Casey; Walker and Miller.
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1

5

1
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Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

YESTERDAHJASEBALL
National League
At New York New York, 8; Brook
lyn, 1.
;
Bos
At Boston Philadelphia,
ton,
At Chicago Chicago, 5; St. Louis,

Let us wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtain-abl- e
at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cot

13-6-

0--

'

3.

At Cincinnati
Cincinnati,

Pittsburgh,

15--

American League
At Washington New York,
Washington, 0.

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

1;

Western League
Denver, 10; St. Joseph,

At Denver

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

7.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

At Omaha Omaha, 5; Lincoln, 4.
At Wichita Des Moines, 4; Wichita, 2.
At Topeka Topeka, 4; Sioux City,
3.

CLUBS

STAND1NGJ3FJIIE
Club
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago . Pittsburgh
Boston
Brooklyn

88

43

..77

49

75
71

.

Cincinnati
St. Louis

'

60

5G

71

55
56
46

73
80
91

Western League
Won Lost
45
85
Philadelphia .
Cleveland

Washington
Boston .

I

Chicago -

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

.

Denver

'

'

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$35,000

.430
.412
.336

--

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Pet.

57
63
66
74
84

.654
.606
.562
.508
.507
.435
' .378

83

.352

52

Capital,

Ail

M.

tmrnrest PalJ an Time Depa&iiB

.51,050: FULLY EQUIPPFQ AT YOUR

001

American League
Won Lost Pet.

Des Moines
Lincoln .
St. Joseph

Omaha Topeka -- '
Sioux

80
73
65
08
57
51
43

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

.072
.611
.568
.541

57

Club

Club

nBST NATIONAL BANE

National League
Won Lost Pet.

City

Wichita

89
79

77
73

70
C5

62
54

53
62
67
69
73
76

81.
88

.627
.560
535
.514
.4'JO

"V..-

..

.461
.434
.380

State Senator William E. Brown is
out with another bill
boxing matches in California.

FIGHTS

"

OVERLAND

t'.C0l

EDT

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

demon-strato- r

FOR TONIGHT

Sam Langford vs. John Lester
10 rounds at New York.

Phone Main 344,

Whaler),

&

Fowler

Prv

f
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SIX

IT WAS, INDEED

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS'
CEEOINGS

PRO- -

(Continued from Yesterday)

No. 9088, L. W iifeld, labor and re
ty in the name of Faustin Padilla be
revoked and the assessment thereof pairs, $29.
No. 9089, Roman Gal'.egos, fuel $25.
In the name of Constancia Archuleta
No. 9090, M. A. Sanchez, postage, $2.
Padilla, his wife be approved.

TaxesRichard Davidson.
county commissioners
It appearing to this board that

The board of
of San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, met in regular session at the
court house of said county, in Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on the first Monday of February, the same being Feb3, 1913.

ruary
President: Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
.John II York, county commissioner;
Antonio A. Gallegos, county commissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
board; Florentine Montoya,

Ri-

chard Davidson has paid taxes for several years on the tract of land owned
by him situated about two miles north
of the city of Las Vegas
bounded
north by land of F. S. Brush and T.
T. Turner, east
by Las Vegas and
Los Alamos road, south by laud of
Peter Roth and others, and west
by
the Mora road, on a basis of 300 acres,
and that he actually owns only 'Mil
acres;
It also appearing that Mr. Davidson
has settled a tax suit for delinquent
taxes filed against said land iu the
year 1903, and this board being satis- lied in the premises,
i.
.i
wiueis juiai
iiie
collector of San

The record of the proceedings of
January 11 A. D. 1913, read, approved
and signed.
"Ain't it lucky I had dis uireril' J. P. and Constable Precinct No. 41.
tit tne, Mabel?"
It being shown to (he board that
the first judge of election named for
Miguel comity. New Mexico lr.aka a
IN THE GALLERY
said Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo,
nominal assesmeut for $1.00 in settleSan Miguel county, New Mexico, failment of all claims for taxes.
ed to appear and act it the election
Sheriffs Fees returned.
held on January 13, 1913, and thereRoman Gallegos, Esquire, sheriff of
fore no election was had in said preSan Miguel county, New Mexico ap
cinct and a petition signed by the
peared and presented to the board his
residents of said locality recommendcheck payable to Eugenio Romero,
ing the appointment of Nicolas Esqui- treasurer
for the sum of $10, the same
bel as Jusifte of the peace and Franin civil cases
fees
being
cisco Garcia as instable having been
88SG and SS88 and
conthereafter
to
the
board
and
fully
presented
CTC.ered returnee" and the
is
motion.
masurei
upon
sidered,
It is ordered t'1 m Xicolaa Esquibel directed to credit said amount to the
lamed as Justice general county fund of 1911.
be and he hi " y
of the peace and ''rancisco Garcia as County Lines Torrance and Mora
counties.
constable iu, and for said Precinct 41,
lie These are my ancestors
The matter of the county lines in
Canon Largo, San Miguel county, New
She Are they all dead?
Mexico and that they qualify by tak- controversy between the counties of
He Why, certainly.
She How fortunate!
ing the oaths and filing their bonds San Miguel and Mora on the north
respectively with the county clerk, as and San Miguel and Torrance counties
PRIZE FOR LOBSTER
required by law, before entering upon on the south having come before the
.board for discussion, upon .motion i
their duties as such officers.
Ronds Missouri Valley Bridge and is ordered that Antonio A.
Gallegos
be and he is named as a committee
Iron Company.
The contract bonds filed by the Mis- to investigate the said county lines be
souri Valley Bridge and Iron company tween San Miguel and Torrance coun
for the construction of the bridges ties on the south and that John II.
at'Azul and Pecos town, within San xorK be named to. investigate the
Miguel county, New Mexico, and be- county line between San Miguel and
ing No. 1G928 for the sum of $3215.00 Mora county on the north and that
and No: 10929 for the sum of $9855.00 uiey couter with the district attorrespectively having been filed with the neys, county surveyors and boards of
Clerk, they are now presented to the county commissioners respectively, in
board and upon examination thereof order that said lines may be definiteShe Ferdy got the booby prize at by the district attorney the Bame are ly set and adjusted and that the clerk
cur whist tournament.
approved and ordered filed and enter- correspond wan tne commissioners
lie Ha, ha! Just like the lobster. ed of record.
of paid counties of Mora and Torrance
What was the prize?
Election Expenses 1911.
in order that a time may be fixed for
She A copy of your last book of
of election accounts the
statement
A
poems.
inspection of the said county lines
against the county of San Miguel for in question.
services as judges of registration, Bills
EASY
Approved.
judges of election, clerks of election
The following bills and accounts
house rent, and for delivering and represented against the county of San
turning ballot boxes at the general Miguel having been examined and
ap
1911
election held in November,
having
proved, the clerk Is directed to issue
been submitted to the state auditor
his several warrants upon the treas
amounting- to, the Bum of $1443.20, in urer of San
Miguel county, New Mex.
hereto-accordance with instructions
ico in payment thereof,
fore received, in order, that the said
No. 9060, J. F. Esquibel, cedar posts
county may be reimbursed for such
fence, $17.
jail
moneys bo expended and a check for
No. 9061, Optic Pub. Co., pub.
t
said amount of $1443.20 having been
tax list, $1,000.
received by the board, the same is
No. 9062, El Independiente,
Pub.
ordered paid to the treasurer of San
Co., pub. delinquent tax list, $1,000.
Miguel county to be by him credited
:
No. 9063, Optic Pub. Co., Spanish
to general county fund of 1911.
and
English ballots, $100.
tku tub
Reports, Receipts', etc.
No. 9064, E. Rosen wald and Son,
The following reports, receipts, etc.
The Suburbanite What will be the
court house supplies, $100.
outcome of the simple life?
having been submitted to the board,
No. 9065, Rosenthal Fur. Co., court
The City Man A simple death
upon examination thereof, the same room
chairs, $100.
were approved and ordered filed in
No. 9006, T. Foster, painting and re.
the office of the clerk,
HIS ONLY COMMENT
court house, $100.
Reports, D. R. Murray, J. P. precinct pairing
No. 9067, E. Rosenwald and Ron,
29, San Miguel county, New Mexico,
court house, $23.25.
for the quarter ending December 31, supplies,
No. 9068, El Independient Pub. Co.;
1912.
pub. county commissioners proceedReceipts No. CI to Eugenio Romero,
$54.
county treasurer, from the state treas- ings,
No. 9069, El Independiente, notices
'
urer, $6729.80.
to taxpayers, $9.
Statement of liquor licenses collect
No. 9070, Optic Pub. Co., pub. eleced by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, Janution proceedings, $37.
ary, 1913, $1300.
No.. 9071, Toribio Martinez, mdse
W. A. B. Warrant Lorenzo Baca, i
It being made to appear to the board Antonio Gutierrez, $5.
No. 9072, Solomon Ortiz, court house
that on February 7, 1911 there was is,
$40.
janitor,
sued to Lorenzo Baca, for wild anlinai
No. 9073, Amador TJIibarri, county
7301
No.
sum
warrant
for
the
bounty,
of $1.00; that the said Lorenzo Baca jailor, $25.
No. 9074, Optic Pub. Co., com. vou- never received said warrant and that
the same is still in the hands of the chers' 32'
No. 9075, Optic Pub. Co., pub com.
clerk, the said Lorenzo Baca having
$21.70.
proceedings,
departed this life and a claim being
No.
Las
9076,
Vegas L. and' P. Co.,
made for such warrant by Serafin
fill day)
Dat' no lie!
$71.50.
contract,
lights
of
heir
a
said
deceased
perBaca, legal
No. 9077, Jose A. Gallegos, part paymotion
son,
upon
NIGHT WORK
It is ordered by the board that said ment jail fence, $25.
No. 9078, Mt. States T. and T Co.,
warrant to Lorenzo Baca for $1.00,
offices,
No. 7351 be delivered to his legal heir, phone rent for court house
$17.20.
Serafin Baca, and that the same be
No. 9079, R. W. Woodcock, sten, Ing.
payable ffim the wild animal bounty
Kirkpatrick. $8.54.
fund of. 1908.
No. 9080, Pablo Ulibarrl, state vs.
Taxes Faustin Padilla, et al.
Elauterlo
Garcia, $6.80.
board
to
made
the
Upon a showing
No. 9081, Calixto Gurulo. state' vs.
wherein it appears that certain property in Precinct No. 35, San Miguel Elauterio Garcia, $4.71.
No. 9082, Dolores Martinez, health
county, New Mexico has been assessed
to Faustin Padilla and also to Con- guard, Hot Springs, $46.50.
No. 9083, Agua Para Co., water listancia Archuleta Padilla and there$25.
cense,
upfore a double assessment appears
No. 9084, Sostenes Martinez, assiston g the record a3 to said property,
ant county jailer, $10.
upon motion,
No. 9085, Jose A. Gallegos, repairs,
ihe Board that upIt Is ordered
setjail, $6.
a
county
of
on the presentation
petition
No. S036, Desiderio C. fle Baca,
"I suppose your baby Is the light of ting forth the description of the propcourt house, $9.75.
3'our ,'ife.'-- '
erty eo double assesped as above set plumbing jail and
No. ?087, D. R. Murray, State vs.
Nothing light about that tad forth that said-- error be corrected and
n wcighE ?2 oounds."
that the assessment as to said proper- - Pollack, et al., $11.23.
!

-

t:

delin-quen-

;

me

No. 9091, D. 'W. Coudon, fuel $97.85.
No. 9092, Roman Gallegos, rhones,
$'J.42.
No. 093, Roman Gallegco, boarding

prisoners,

&e

OPTIC

9095, Refugio

CHAPMAN

RATES

FIDEL, ORTIZ,

NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
com- fourth
Thursday

second and
each
evening
IX
munication first and month at V. O. W. hall.
Visiting
.V) - third Thursday in brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
9ach month. VisitiEf;
r
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secrebrothers cordially
tary.
"Win. p. Mills,
f
W. M., H. S
Petten, Secretary. J..E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
flay of the month in the vestry rooma
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-,a- r of
Temple Mcntefiore at 8 o'clock p.
sec. 4 Tugs-i'--"- - m.
Visiting broihers are cordially inday in each month at
vited. Isaac Appcl, President; Charles
Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. H.
Greenclay, Secretary.
Kintel E. C; Ciuus. Tamme,

COLU

jailor, $25.
I'pon motion, it is ordered that the
board do now adjourn until tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.

M.Regular

.n

TOR CLASSIFIED

Chairman

Attest:

LODGE
A.

Esquibel, county

CAFt

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

No. 9094, Ramrn Valerk, int. State
vs. Enclnias, $2.
No.

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WAI.T

$103.:i0.

LOBBY

.

LORENZO DEIXJADO, Clerk.

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
CALL FOR BIDS
Sealed proposals will he received No ad to occupy less space than two
at the office- of the county clerk of lines
All
advertisements
charged
San Miguel county, New Mexico, un- will be booked at space actually set
til 2:00 p. m., September 20th, 1913, without regard to number of words.
for the construction of a sixty-foo- t
Cash In advlnce preferred.
bridge, of one span, and 16 feet width
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYof roadway. The abutments to be of
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-i-concrete.
vocation first Monday in
The location of the bridge is at
each month at Masonic
4
Kearney's Gap, about five miles south
t"3 Tfimnla at
rr
r. m
of Las Vegas, at the place where
, xx.
n
TT
M
n. n
i v.
jr.; j). u.
nuuMiu,
j,
the road crosses the Agu Zarca
' Blood. Secretary.
Five

coni-''aT-

o

Ma-mi- c

T

J

Tf-.-

a.

I. O.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vL'tlng
brethren cordially invited to attn.:1!.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.J
T. M. Elwood, Secretary, Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
1.

Trustee.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third
Fridays Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
OPTIC'S NUMEEft. WAIN 8.
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth
Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge,. Worthy Matron; Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Main 329.
Local Deputy. Visiting
Montague,
WANTED To rent; suite of furnishmembers are especially welcors a"d
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
ed (rooms, lowpr floor preferred. FRATERNAL
cordially invited.
102 Meets erery Monday night at
Address P. O. Box 203, East Las
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
Vegas, N. M.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are corLOCAL TIME CARD
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Baily, Treasurer.
Eas. Bcund
FOR SALE Full blooded Scotch colArrive
Depart
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and No.
lie, 6 weeks old. Call Purple 5482.
2
9:10 p. m... 9:1s p. m.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4
11:05 p. m... .11:05 p. m.
FOR SALE Cheap, team of ponies, month Elks' home on Ninth street and No . 8.
2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m.
avenue.
buggy and harness.
Visiting brothers No. 10.
Inquire 303 Douglas
1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m.
Grand avenue.
are cordially invited. Gov. Win. J.
West Bound
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Arrive
Depart
FOR SALE Cheap, four fine milch Secretary.
No. 1... 1:20 p. m... 1:45 p. m.
cows. Inquire 918 Douglas avenue.
No. 3... 6:10 a. m... 6:15 a. m.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 7... 4:20 p. m... . 4:30 p. m.
PUBLIC AUCTION- -I will sell at pub
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No. 9... 6:35 p. m. . . 7:00 p. m.
lic auction to the highest bidder the t urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
following live stock at my ranch Pioneer building. Visiting members
ATTORNEYS
one and
f
miles north of the are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
city of Las Vegas, on the east side G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
HUNKER & HUNKER
SAN MIGUEL,
of the Mora road. Sale to begin at
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
10 o'clock sharp on Thursday,
Atto rn ey
Sep KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-- ,
Attest:
Chairman.
tember 11, 1913. Five head of milch
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
New Mexico
cows, some to be fresh and some W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
giving milk; 12 head of steers one
first and third Mondays of each
DENTISTS
Professi onal Health Culture for Ladles
and one-ha6 head month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
years
old;
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
yearling steers; 6 head steer calves Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
about eight months old; 4 head steer
Dentist
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanTreatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
calves
under
4 head cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
six
months
work
of
Dental
old;
any description at
Plaza Hotel
heifer calves ten months old; 4 head 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
moderate prices
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
heifer calves ten months old, from Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
best milk stock; 3 range cows good East Las Vegas, N. M.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

Plans and specifications may be
at the office of the aforesaid
county clerk or at the office of the
county engineer, George E. Morrison.
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,00000) with two sufficient
sureties, residents of the county of
San Miguel. New Mexico, conditioned
for the faithful performance of the
conditions of the lid, must accompany each bid.
It is proposed, that the said bridge
shall be completed prior to the first
day of April, A. D. 191.
A satisfactory bond in the sum of
Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)
Dollars,
with two sufficient sureties, residents
of the county of San Miguel, New
Mexico, or satisfactory surety bond of
the same amount, conditioned for the
accurate and faithful performance of
the contract for the building of said
bridge will be required of the successful bidder.
The Board of County Commission
ers reserves the right iv reject any
or all bids.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY' COMMIS
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF

RANSFORD

seen

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

Wanted

,

,

one-hal-

,

-

lf

for beef; 1 mare four years old; 1
horse six years old; 1 horse nine
years old; 1 horse ten years old.
Terms of sale, cash. Judd A.
Owner. C. A. McMillan,

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN
429
AVE.

N. O.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing1 but Pure Ice,
li 2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 1Q0 lbs
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
FOR RENT Four sunny rooms for
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
721 Fourth
light housekeeping.
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
street.

GRAND

flJ Uu

.

ror

1

i

1

This elegant Rogers'
.Sliver Spoon

RENT Furnished rooms
light housekeeping with bath.
Main street.

FOR

j EMPRESS
---

.
'

if

FOR PENT

you use

710

.;

way when you
learn how Much

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
Sv
SPOON -- IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

-

SILVER
FRENCH.

Tne healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

ALL

Owner may

Mother of Eighteen Children
"I am the mothe of eighteen children and have the praise of doing
more work than any young woman in
my town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,
Boone Mill, Va. "I suffered for five
years witth stomach trouble and could
not eat as much as a biscuit without
suffering. I have taken three bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and am now
a well woman and weigh 168 pounds.
I can eat anything I want to, and as
much as I want and feel better than
I have at any time in ten years. I
refer to any one In Boone Mill or vic
inity and they will vouch for what I
say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
sale by all dealers. Adv.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

i

GROCERS,

Siorae

Co.

1200

Lincoln Ave

ESSE

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Ibt, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c pe

Ibt

100
100
100
100
100

Ibt.
Ibt.
Ibt.
Ibt.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Bunch of keys.
have same oy calling at the Optic
office and paying for adv.

FOUND

Ice fk

RETAIL PRICES

Found!

ing

Veas

Modern furnished rooms.

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

something
you 'd do wry

Las

Phone Main 227

Grand avenue.

v

It 's giving you
a present for do-

EMPRESS
can be

for
t02

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping, 921 Lincoln.

FLOUR

tained in this city from

CRYSTAL ICE

Det-terie-

not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Refuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of FoInley's Honey and Tar Compound.
sist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Harvesters, Storer, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Toasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lm Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ClMslIlea sdi. Bearch out the people to whom anion f si!
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlmg is worth most
That property jwi want to sell Is WORTH MOS'f ve wbhh
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and wovld levar bear fi
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana

were

ads. In this newspaper want

are anxious to pay caah for) books, automobiles, used maehlnay
and furniture, articles of wet ulnes of any sort, and nmsleal tv

strumenta.

As the clawlfled ads, art read by all possible bmyeis, of all
sible ssrtz of thiBxs, they have corns to bs finders of the best

pos-
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

.C.3

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
'

o
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the 00CYGLE is yours.

to

pay In advance $

o
o
o
o
oo
o
oo
o

Address

Address
le

o

Name

Name

Go-Cyc-

G
G

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
'
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'SH for which 1 agree

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AHfOHTP

to be

given absolutely free to

Go-Cyc-

Name

to be

le

given absolutely free to

of boy or girl

Nunc of boy or girl.

Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
J If IT"
-

.

-

TTH

c

CD

1

1 1

.a

5

,

f

1

LA& VEGAS DAILY

EIGHT

S3

ri".

r

LOCAL

RODEBTS' LECTURE IS

NEWS

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

lamps at

en

marriage license was issued yes
terday afternoon at the court house
to Louisa Dean, aged 17 of Pecos, and
Filiberto Lucero, aged 21, of Rowe.
A

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery
to you. At the
Ibby, of course.

In wood.

AdT,

STEARNS' STORE

The last regular meeting of the
board of directors of the Commercial
club for this year will be held tonight
in the club rooms. A full attendance
is

Dinner Sept 10th, J 91 3
7i30 P. M.

SOUP
Mock Turtle

RELISHES
Radishes

MEATS
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef Au Jus
Roast Pork, Apple Sauce
Stuffed Mangoes

ENTREE
Puff, Wine Sauce

VEGETABLES
Mashed Potatoes

Creamed Cauliflower
Summer Peas

DESERTS
Chocolate Ice Cream
Grape Pie
Caramel Cake

onims
Tea

Milk

Coffee

Iced Tea

Postum
Buttermilk

Cocoa

Crackers

Cheese

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Forney Peaches For Preserving. Per
Box $1.25

Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c
AH

Other Fruits
Preserving at Lowest Market Price
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NORMAL AND HIGHS MAY

MEET IN BASKETBALL

D.

s

AT THE HOME OF

THE

tertainment.
A number of .stereopticon slides
illustrated the lecture. Dr. Roberts
gave many interesting facts concerning the historic places and relics in
England, Scotland and Wales. A
number of the places made famous
shown and
by Illustrious authors were
'
.
described.
The next entertainment will be
given on September 22, when Colonel
R. E. Twltchell will speak on "Soldiers of the Cross." This lecture
promises to be interesting and instructive and no doubt will be well
attended.

PROSPECTS FOR A GAME THIS
Barnes, local agent for the
SEASON BETTER THAN FOR
Wells Fargo Express company, has
SEVERAL YEARS
purchased the Clevenger residence on
Second street and will take possession
Though it is far too early in the
in the near future.
school season to talk seriously about
basketball, the sportloving people of
The board of education, which was Las Vegas will be delighted to learn
scheduled to hold a meeting last night, that the prospects for one or more
did1 not meet on account of lack of games between the
Normal and the
business to be transacted. There will High school are better this year than
be no meeting of the board this for several seasons. During the
past
month.
two years the Normal squad has so
far outclassed the Highs that a game
The meeting that was to have been between the two schools would have
held last night at the Elks' club been in the nature of a farce. This
rooms by the San Miguel County Fair season, however, the Normal has lost
association was postponed on account several of its most brilliant stars,
of conflicting dates. The association while the Highs have a number of
will hold a meeting tonight in the classy basket tossers, all of whom
court house and a large attendance are veterans.
is expec ted.
The public would rather see a game
between the Normal and the Highs
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks will than a contest between either of the
hold a regular meeting tonight in the two local teams and the best aggreElks' club house. All members are gation in the state. This pleasure
been denied for two seasons,
urged to be present. Visiting Elks are having
the fans this year will be overjoyed
invited. With the coming of fall the
if such a game is scheduled. This is
Elks expect to inaugurate another big a broad
hint to the athletic managebowling tournament. Social activities ments of both schools.
at the club house also are expected to
be resumed upon a much larger scale.
MRS. GREENE WEDS
Announcements were received
in
A mesa farmer and his wife who Las
Vegas today of the wedding of
came to Las Vegas recently on a Mrs. Mattie Snow Greene to Walter
shopping trip were surprised to find Tuffs Johnson. The wedding occurred
all the stores closed and numerous Thursday at Franklin, .Mass. Mr. and
citizens who are not always careful Mrs.
Johnson, following their weddin?
about their personal appearance neattrip, will be at home to their friends
ly clothed and wearing an air of In Newark, N. J after November 12.
dressed-upnesUpon inquiry the Mrs. Johnson is well known in Las
rural couple discovered the day to be
Vegas, having resided here for a numSunday. They stated that a mission- ber of
years. Several months ago
ary certainly is needed on the mesa. Mrs. Johnson visited Las
Vegas and
was a gust at a number of affairs
Last nigh at St. Anthony's sanitagiven in her honor.
rium Patrick Devlin, aged 80 years,
died after an illness
of several
months. He had been a resjdent of
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
-- Adv.
Las Vegas for the past six months, at the Opera Bar.
and was a native of Ireland. He lived
in New York before coming here. The
funeral services will be held tomor
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.
Interment will be in Mount Calvary
cemetery.
J.

IIAYVAKD

CO.

I

Fred Baumbach, proprietor of the
Coors Pavilion saloon located on the
corner of Douglas and Grand avenues,
was arrested this afternoon by Chief
of Police Ben Coles, upon complaint
of District Attorney Ward for the vio
lation of the Sunday saloon law.
Baumbach, it is said, has kept his
place of business open all day Sunday
regardless of this law. The case was
taken before Judge D. J. Leahy shortly after Baumbach's arrest. He pleaded guilty and was fined $15 and costs.
District Attorney Ward says more prosecutions for violation of the Sunday
law are likely to follow.

Judge David J. Leahy this morning
heard arguments of counsel in the
case of James Whitmore against Mar-tiSelgado, Isidro Tafoya,' .Marcos
Tafoya, Pablo Tafoya, ad ran Baca,
We pay Ec a pound for nice large Pablo Lopez, Jose, Piedad Tafoya, Jr.,
clean cotton rags.
Optic Publishing Alarid de Galiz and Antonla Delgado.
Co.
Whitmore, who claims to have a lease
entitling him to the use of 55,000
acres of land on the Antonio Ortiz
grant south of Las Vegas, asks that
the defendants be enjolnell from entering upon the property or placing
fences upon it. He alleges that they
The
Ideal
Mouclain
Resort
l
have unlawfully fenced up about
Phones Main 20 and Olive 5174
j
acres. George H. Hunker apprar-eAll
Year
Round
Resort
y
for Whitmore, while O. A. Larra-zoirepresented the defendants.
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SWEEPER

It Remains the House Wifes Reliable

At a meeting of the county commissioners and county road board yesterday afternoon at the court house it
was decided that a complete chaage
should be made in the present form
of working out the road tax. The

have a complete line of Bissell's
Sweepers on hand all the time ranging
We

in price from

road board, during the past two weeks,
has been working men on the roads,
but, owing to the method necessarlly
employed, has accomplished little.
The men working out the tax were
informed that they should be at th;
city hall at 8 o'clock. At that hour
the trip to the roads would start. By
1 Oo'clock the men weer on the job
as a rule, although at times 'it was
even later. Then worls was started
and at noon an. hour's rest was taken
and the afternoon work was short,
as the men had to quit early for the
trip back to town.
The meeting yesterday afternoon
decided on new methods.
All those
who work out the road tax from this
date must put in eight hours" work
for three days. Every resident of the
city who has paid his money to the
board for the work expects it to be
expended so that good results can be

$2.50 to $6.00
If You Have a Bi&seli's Swe

Need

cSk

BUY AN AUTO DEI VERY WAGON
Inaurea Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

Quick delivery

satisfy.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents
I

THE OLD RELIABLE

BA N W AG O.N

FINOS PtAHV PAPERS
TWENTY

per You Don't

a Bacuum Cleaner.

J. O."Complete
JOHNSEN
SON
Furnishers of the Home"

obtained.

Apparently, the man who is working
out his tax does not feel that he
should put in as much effort as the
man who is being paid for his labor,
and this has made the work less efficient. Hereafter no tax receipts will
be given except for three days' worH
of eight hours each.
Those citizens who would boost thf
good roads movement may easily discern that by paying the necessary
money instead of hiring a man more
good can be accomplished. Men can
be hired in the country where the
bad roads are located and can put in
a full day, while when local men are
hired it is necessary to haul them to
the working place and only half the
amount of labor that should be put in
is done.

Servant

YEARS OLD

DANISH
EXPLORER
RETURNS
RECORDS HIDDEN IN AN
ARCTIC CAIRN
New York, fcept. 9. General Thomas H. Hubbard, president of the Peary
Arctic club, made public, today the
news of a second return by a Dane
of important records left by Admiral

(
t.

Peary in the polar region.
The
government of
Denmark,
through its minister to the United
States, has sent to Admiral Peary the
record he deposited in a cairn at Navy
Cliff on the northeast coast of Greenland in July, 1892
iwenty years
later, in July, 1912, the record was
recovered by the Danish explorer,
Knud Rasmussen.
The first
crossing of Greenland
from west to east was made by Peary
in 1S92. He and his only companion,
Eviun Astrup, completed the cairn
on Navy Cliff and placed in it a record, Jeaving a request, printed on its
back in various languages, that its
finder note the time and place of
finding and forward it to an indicated
destination. Rasmussen found the
cairn in 1912; took Peary's record
from it; noted that It was taken July
22, 1912, and delivered it o his gov1
ernment.
This indication Is a duplication of
one that occurred in 1910. In January of that year the Danish minister
to the United States transmitted to
the Peary Arctic club Peary's record
deposited at the terminus of the
sledge journey around the extreme
north of Greenland May, 1900, and n
found and brought away by members
of the Denmark expedition in May,
1907. These two records marked the
success of two original efforts. One
was the first crossing from west to
east of Greenland. The other was ihe
first determination of Greenland's
northern and northeastern boundary.

I

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

Ml

HOSPITAL BUILDING

ILLUSTRAT EiD LECTURE

FUND

COURSE

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR,

and PATHOS

of TRAVEL

Col. R.E . TWITCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

"HARVEY'S"

mountain ranch: 31st
management; old rates,
out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's of Plaza hotel.

Famous

t

n

Ger-ma- ;i

BISSELL'S CARPET

TAX CANNOT BE WORKED
OUT BY MEN WHO PERSIST
IN IDLING

ROAD

--

STORE- GERMAN AVIATOR KILLED
i3in n, Sept. 9. Dr. Ringe, a
aviator, wag tilled today while
curai.wing for a distance prize. The
8'iioisy showed that pr. Ringe, Who
physically weak, was stricken

BE DEMANDED

,

to be present.

ROJ1AINE

Raisin

desired.

The social of the Ladies of the
Moccobees of the World will be held
tonight at the residence of Mrs. Savage. All Knights and Ladies are4ln-vite-

OTEL

Cucumbers

10

NOTHING HAS EVER BEEN MADE
TO TAKE THE PLACE OF A

7:03

GOOD SIZED CROWD HEARS "THE
HUMOR AND PATHOS OF.
Furniture, almost new, for sale at
TRAVEL"
a bargain. Rooms 133 and 134 Wells
Adv.
Fargo Building.
The lecture given at the Duncan
opera house last night by Dr. Frank
The Ladies' Aid society of the H. H. Roberts, president of the New
First Baptist church will hold a white Mexico Normal University, was well
sale on December 4.
Adv. attended in spite of the disagreeable
weather. The lecture was pronounced
At the Browne tonight only. "Little excellent by all those who attended.
Dickens' story In two reels, "The Humor and Pathos of Travel"
Dorrit.
featuring Maud Fealy of Denver. Adv. contains a world of interest and en

Spring II iickens

6 to

EIGHT HOURS' WORK

FULL OF INTEREST

toilers

Dining Room open from

OPTIC, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1813.
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ADVERTISED

Car-riae- e

LETTER

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

LIST

THE

HOLY
Letters uncalled for for the week
ending September 6,- 1913.
Miss Helen Alexander; S. Don Antonio Bustos; E. H. Brown; Mrs. p!.
rl SEASON TICKETS
C. Hicks; Tome Martinez; Mrs. Tom-mMarquette; Mrs. George N. Par-viMrs. Annie Parvin; Ben Rose; M. SINGLE LEGTUBE TICKETS
N. S. Williams.
When calling for the above letters
CHILDREN UNDER
YEARS
please aUsk for Advertised Letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
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